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MONITORING AND EVALUATION OF RESEARCH ACTIVITIES
IN THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, THAILAND
«JSPQ»:EON THE SECOND CONSULTANCY INPUT, NOVEMBER-DECEMBER 1989
Dr. E.C. (Ted) Wolfe 
ACNARP Consultant
XECUTIVE SUMMARY
ACNARP, in association with the Western Australian Department of Agriculture, received
funds from AIDAB for a four-month consultancy input during 1989/90 to provide assistance 
to the Thai DOA in the development of efficient and effective methods and procedures for 
monitoring and evaluating agricultural research.
An initial visit to Thailand was undertaken by the author from August 3 to September 1, 
1989 to assess existing DOA monitoring and evaluation procedures, to set the objectives 
and strategics for the consultancy, and to provide initial recommendations. A report on 
this first input was completed and forwarded on September 11, 1989.
The second input, which was undertaken between November 1 and December 19, 1989 is the 
subject of this report. It focused on:
The design, implementation and analysis of case studies to improve the skills of M & E 
staff.
A series of meetings and seminars to improve the knowledge of M & E staff on 
techniques and processes used in the monitoring and evaluation of agricultural 
research.
Interviews and discussions between the consultant, M & E staff, ACNARP staff and 
certain research directors in order to refine recommendations for future M & E 
activities within the Thai DOA.
The structure and function of the second input was based on a prime weakness identified 
during the first input - the generally low level of performance monitoring undertaken by M 
& E staff in the Thai DOA. The level of output monitoring was assessed as inadequate 
throughout the DOA.
The second input concentrated on developing the knowledge, skill, confidence and 
initiative of M & E staff. The training approach was an integrated one. The case studies 
gave practical instruction in the use of techniques which were highlighted in the seminar 
series. Consultations with M & E staff enhanced the message, reinforced the rapport 
between the consultant and M & E staff, and provided opportunities for appraisal.
Generally, this approach was successful. All but one of the M & E units/groups completed 
the case studies satisfactorily, and there was a good attendance at each of the seminars. 
An important indicator of success was the positive response to the case studies and 
seminars, as revealed by ex post questionnaires. From the replies, most units and groups 
gained many new ideas on the components of a complete performance monitoring system, from 
the planning to the evaluation stages.
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Overall, the main achievements during the second input were:
Information transfer. There was a successful transfer to M & E staff of important 
concepts and techniques which are useful for monitoring the performance, quality and 
relevance of agricultural research. The techniques included task lists, bar charts, 
network analysis, milestones, check lists, score charts, performance indicators and 
evaluation questionnaires. The use of these techniques during the project cycle were 
described.
* Manual. The seminar notes and other material handed out at each seminar (Appendix E) 
represent the core of a monitoring and evaluation manual which can be produced and 
issued to appropriate staff (directors, M & E teams) as a guide to the effective 
performance monitoring of agricultural research in the Thai DOA. A modified 
questionnaire (Appendix B), suitable for collecting input and output information on a 
selected field of research, can be adapted to meet the requirements of each division 
and institute.
There were defined a number of issues which are vital to the future monitoring and 
evaluation of agricultural research in the Thai DOA.
The first crucial matter is the link, and level of interaction, which exists between M & E 
staff in each division/institute and senior management at the relevant division, institute 
or centre level. Support for M & E is variable from the directors of the 
institutes/divisions. Generally, M & E staff do not know what information management 
wants, and management does not appreciate what their M & E staff can do. It is 
recommended that, in each division and institute, the director should meet with the leader 
of the M & E team to define and plan a performance audit on a field of research selected 
by the director. The performance audit should be completed, presented and discussed with 
the director by early May 1990, to enable the consultant to review the assignment with the 
director and M & E staff during the third input of this consultancy. A two-day workshop, 
to provide directors with an appreciation of computer and M & E techniques, is being 
planned for May 1990.
The second crucial matter is to need to review and rationalise the existing "routine" M & 
E procedures within the Thai DOA. There is a real need to streamline and standardise the 
process of collecting information and data; to broaden the adoption of computerised MIS 
techniques across the DOA; to reduce the number, frequency and duplication of forms; to 
ensure that the people who supply information receive appropriate feedback; to increase 
the time available to M & E staff for output monitoring and performance audits on selected 
research projects; and to ensure that the main focus of M & E is on what is completed, not 
on what is started. It is recommended that a working committee review existing procedures 
during March-April 1990 so that preliminary recommendations are available to the 
consultant in May 1990.
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BACKGROUND
Within theThai Department of Agriculture (DOA), the monitoring and evaluation (M & E) of 
agricultural research is formally undertaken by M & E units in each of six Research 
Institutes2 and by M & E groups in each of seven Technical Service Divisions^. Across the 
DOA, coordination is provided from a central unit established at the section level in the 
Planning and Technical Division, and by a working party established to review M & E 
activities and procedures.
ACNARP'1, in association with the Western Australian Department of Agriculture, received 
funds from A1DAB for a four-month consultancy input during 1989/90 to provide assistance 
to the Thai DOA in the development of efficient and effective methods and procedures for 
monitoring and evaluating agricultural research.
TERMS OF REFERENCE
The terms of reference provided for the consultancy were:
Review the existing methods and procedures used for M & E in the DOA.1.
Provide initial guidelines and recommendations for future M & E activities to satisfy 
the reporting requirements at both lower and higher order levels of the DOA.
2.
Through consultation with the DOA, develop case studies within DOA projects or 
programs using the suggested M & E methods and procedures. The case studies chosen 
should link M & E activities at both the Institutc/Division and Department levels.
3.
Review the suitability and effectiveness of the suggested M & E methods and 
procedures.
4.
5. Provide a report on the above tasks, and provide guidelines and recommendations for 
future M & E activities within the Thai DOA.
The consultancy comprises three inputs (August 1989, Novcmbcr-Deccmber 1989, May 1990).
Regional Director of Research, New England, Hunter and Metropolitan Region, NSW 
Agriculture & Fisheries, Agricultural Research Centre, Tamworth NSW Australia. For 
the duration of the consultancy. Dr Wolfe is seconded to the Western Australian 
Department of Agriculture.
1.
Institutes: Rice, Rubber, Field Crops, Horticulture, Farming Systems, and Field 
Crops.
2.
Entomology and Zoology, Agricultural Chemistry, Agricultural 
Engineering, Soil Science, Botany and Weed Science, Plant Pathology and 
Microbiology, Agricultural Toxic Substances.
Divisions:3.
Australian Contribution to the National Agricultural Research Project.4. ACNARP:
2
FIRST INPUT
An initial visit to Thailand was undertaken by the author from August 3 to September 1, 
1989, to assess existing DOA monitoring and evaluation procedures, to set the objectives 
and strategics for the consultancy, and to provide initial recommendations. A report on 
this first input (covering 1 and 2 of the above terms of reference) was completed and 
forwarded on September 11, 1989 (Wolfe 1989). In that report were a number of preliminary 
recommendations to improve M & E techniques and systems. Briefly, these recommendations 
were:
Greater use must be made of corporate and strategic plans to set specific targets, 
against which progress can be measured.
An analysis is needed of the existing reporting system, to maximise the use of 
computers, to minimise the number of forms and to remove any unnecessary duplication.
More use must be made of the computerised financial, human, capital resource and 
research information data bases to minimise the clerical component of M & E, and to 
define the true costs of research inputs.
The first priority of all M & E teams in the DOA should be to strengthen considerably 
their monitoring of performance indicators, especially indicators of outputs from 
agricultural research (a number of possible indicators were suggested).
Procedures arc needed to estimate benefits and potential impact from particular 
fields of research.
OBJECTIVES FOR THE SECOND INPUT
The second input, which was undertaken between November 1 and December 19, 1989, is the 
subject of this report. It focused on:
The design, implementation and analysis of case studies to improve the skills of M & 
E staff.
A scries of meetings and seminars to improve the knowledge of M & E staff on 
techniques and processes used in the monitoring and evaluation of agricultural 
research.
Interviews and discussions between the consultant, M & E staff, ACNARP staff and 
certain research directors in order to refine recommendations for future M & E 
activities within the Thai DOA.
The third input, in May 1990, shall review M & E methods and procedures with staff in the 
units/groups and with their directors, and finalise the recommendations and guidelines.
ITINERARY AND LIST OF TASKS, SECOND INPUT
A daily itinerary is shown in bar chart form (Figure 1). After an initial planning period 
(8 d), the main tasks undertaken were:
Case studies. Three case studies (A, B, C) were designed, implemented on November 
13, completed by each M & E team by the due dates shown in Figure 1, and reviewed. A 
fourth assignment (D) consisted of a questionnaire designed to evaluate the seminars 
given by Dr Wolfe at each meeting (see below); this questionnaire was issued on 
December 4 and returned on December 18.
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Mcclings/scminars. These were held with the leaders of the M & E staff in each 
division/institutc on November 13, 20 and 27, and on December 4. The first part of 
each meeting involved discussions between the consultant and M & E staff on progress 
with case studies A and B, followed by a group discussion on case study C lead by the 
convenor of the working party (Mr Charus Chunrum). Then, a 30-45 minute seminar was 
given by Dr Ted Wolfe on M & E techniqucs/procedurcs. Printed notes on the seminar 
topic were distributed at each meeting. At a final meeting on December 18, the 
second input was reviewed by Dr Wolfe, and interim recommendations were presented and 
discussed - this meeting, which was chaired by Dr John Schiller (ACNARP Leader), 
was attended by M & E staff, by the director of the Planning and Technical 
Division (Mr Anant) and by other observers.
Consultations with M & E units/groups.
counterpart), Dr Wolfe visited each M & E team during the weeks beginning November 
13 and 20 for discussions on the case studies and other matters.
With Mrs Boonluck Sectanun (Thai
Visit to research centres. On December 6 and 7, Dr Wolfe was accompanied to research 
centres at Surat Thani (Horticultural Research Centre), Phattalung (Rice Research 
Centre) and Hut Yai (Songkhla Rubber Research Centre) by Dr John Schiller, 
Mr Charus, Mrs Boonluck and Mr Sunthon Vitayathcrarat (M & E Section, Planning 
and Technical Division). At each centre, Dr’s Wolfe and Schiller lead a discussion 
on the potential benefits to agricultural research and to research officers from the 
application of improved M & E methods and procedures. Then followed an inspection 
of research facilities and activities.
Other activities. Considerable assistance was received throughout the consultancy 
from ACNARP advisors (Dr Schiller, Mr Keith Chapman - Horticulture Research 
Programs Advisor, Mr Lindsay Adamson - Scientific Information System Consultant) 
and from the Thai counterparts. Seminar preparation and report writing was 
undertaken on 3-4 days each week. Recreation leave (2 1/2 days) was taken towards 
the end of the consultancy input.
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE CASE STUDIES
Three assignments were given to the M & E staff at the first meeting/seminar on November 
13. They were:
Planning Case StudyA.
Each M & E unit/group was requested to draw up a bar chart to show their proposed 
activities during the period October 1989 to September 1990 (the Thai fiscal year). 
A suggested task list was included with the instructions. A comment form, to 
evaluate the assignment, was enclosed. The due date for completion of the assignment 
was November 20. The memo issued to the M & E staff is shown in Appendix A.
Performance Monitoring Case StudyB.
Each M it E unit/group was requested to select a completed research topic comprising a 
subproject, group of subprojects, a survey or a report and answer a standard 
input/output/impact questionnaire (Appendix B) on the topic. The questionnaire 
included sections to obtain an overall rating for the investigation(s) and to 
evaluate the case study itself. This assignment was handed in on November 27.
5
Cooperative Case StudyC.
The leaders of the units/groups participated together to plan an imaginary special 
project to improve the production, certification and multiplication of foundation 
seed and planting materials. This assignment was discussed at each mecting/seminar, 
to develop a report outlining a draft plan of the special project (embracing tasks, 
milestones, performance indicators, and procedures). The assignment is outlined in 
Appendix C. The report, written in Thai, was completed towards the end of December. 
Guidelines compiled by Dr Wolfe in English were made available progressively to M & E 
staff, to assist them complete the assignment.
PLANNING CASE STUDY (A)
The objectives of this assignment were to provide practical experience to each M & E 
unit/group in the use of task lists and bar charts to plan their activities, and to 
provide the consultant with an overall picture of the planned activities of each 
unit/group.
All of the M & E teams rated the assignment as relatively easy to complete (Figure 2b). 
Also, they considered that a bar chart is a useful technique to help in planning their own 
activities (Figure 2a), and in planning and monitoring long-term investigations (Figure 
2c).
adoption of bar charts by research officers may be a problem, depending on their 
familiarity with the technique and the attitude of their director towards promoting the 
technique as an aid to good planning. A fourth team (plant pathology) commented that a 
bar chart was more practical than other methods of laying out a plan of work; the leader 
believed that research officers will use the technique if they become familiar with it. 
No other comments were received.
Three teams (horticulture, sericulture, and soil science) commented that the
There were several clear distinctions between the activities of the M & E units in the 
institutes and the M & E groups in the divisions (Figure 3a and 3b). This was expected, 
since monitoring and evaluation work is undertaken full time by several officers in each 
institute (ranging from one officer in the Sericulture R.I. to 10-15 in the Rice and 
Rubber Research Institutes), whereas in each division M & E is undertaken part-time by 1-3 
"compulsory volunteers" nominated by the divisional director. The main patterns which 
emerged were:
Sending out and collecting DOA and BoB (Bureau of Budget) forms (task 1) - this task 
was handled by the institutes and the divisions at the end of each trimester, but in 
the Sericulture R.I. and in 3-4 divisions this task was undertaken by the 
administrative staff.
Regular subproject monitoring and other monitoring (by sending out, collecting and 
processing forms, tasks 2, 3 and 4) was undertaken more intensively in institutes 
than in most divisions.
Staff of the Rice R.I. planned to undertakc/continue a number of evaluation studies 
in 1990, and Rubber R.I. staff and the sole sericulture person also intended to be 
active in evaluating the use of technology by farmers. The involvement of the M & E 
teams in detailed performance evaluation of research (see seminar on evaluation) 
appeared to be minimal. However, in most divisions and institutes, performance 
evaluation is undertaken qualitatively by ad hoc research committees or at meetings 
of research leaders/directors. This qualitative evaluation seems to be more thorough 
in some divisions/institutes than in others, with the overall process probably being 
better in the divisions than in the institutes (where this function is part of the 
role of centre directors). The lack of quantitative monitoring and evaluation, 
particularly of the outputs from research, is a deficiency noted in the first report 
from this consultancy, a deficiency which must be remedied.
6
FIGURE 2 EVALUATION OF CASE STUDY A (BAR CHARTS)
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All M & E units had an input into the annual report of the division/institute; for 
institutes this task was done mainly in the April-July period, but the divisions 
apparently choose different times to compile their report.
The divisional M & E groups did not undertake the variety of other tasks performed by 
the institute teams, ranging from special reports and tasks to training activities 
and visits to research centres.
Overall, this case study was valuable to the consultant and to M & E team members who 
received practical training in the planning techniques outlined fully in seminar #1 
(Appendix E).
PERFORMANCE MONITORING CASE STUDY (B)
The objective of this case study was to give M & E staff practical training in the use of 
a questionnaire to undertake a performance audit on a research topic. The research topics 
were selected individually by each M & E team (Table 1). They ranged in size from a 
simple subproject completed within one year (for example BIO), to a group of subprojects 
(for example B3), and to research work which was undertaken by up to 30 research officers 
at several locations (for example Bl). The questionnaire sought information on the 
background to each investigation (topic, main aims, work description and treatments), 
inputs (time, funds, person years spent on the investigation by research officers, 
physical size of the investigation, sufficiency of inputs), outputs (completion, 
reporting, publications, recommendations, achievement of objectives) and impact 
(identification of potential beneficiaries, possible indicators of benefits). A rating 
system was used to assess the research outputs in semi-quantitative terms, to evaluate the 
investigation, and to evaluate the case study itself. The questionnaire included in 
Appendix B is not exactly the same as the one distributed to the M & E teams - it 
incorporates refinements and improvements which became evident during the course of the 
case study. This revised questionnaire is intended as a guide to the development of 
individual questionnaires to suit ongoing monitoring and performance audits in the 
respective divisions/institutes. It is not necessarily a model.
After the assignment was completed, each questionnaire was examined by the consultant, who 
returned them with comments and annotations written on them to the respective teams. The 
questionnaire completed by staff from the Rice Research Institute was judged to be the 
best received.
A statistical summary of the replies to the questionnaire is given in Table 2. 
illustrates the flexibility of a rating system in building up a report on investigations 
which are diverse in content and size.
This
A statistical summary of the evaluation by the participants of the case study is shown in 
Table 3. Overall, the response of the M & E teams to case study B was satisfactory to 
good. Two of the teams failed to complete the questionnnaire, one due to its inability to 
contact the research team which undertook the investigation. The teams found the case 
study helpful to them in learning and understanding more about input/output monitoring 
(sec the responses to questions 1, 2, and 5 in Table 3). The responses of the 
participants to the following questions concerning their evaluation of case study B were 
more variable: impact assessment, evaluation, difficulty and time consumed by the study.
Some of the teams had difficulty with a calculation of the number of research person-years 
for the investigation. This calculation embraces not only the number of research officers 
involved in the investigation, but also the proportion of each year devoted by each 
officer to the investigation. It is a real measure of the size of the investigation, 
which can be costed approximately by multiplying the total number of person-years by the 
average cost of each research officer (total budget of the institute/division divided by 
the number of research officers in it).
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TABLE 1: THE LIST OF TOPICS SELECTED BY EACH M & E TEAM FOR CASE 
STUDY B (Appendix B)
Rice Research Institute: Wheat on-farm trial and promotion under Agricultural
Technology Transfer Project.
1.
Field Crop Research Institute: Cassava breeding for early varieties.2.
Horticulture Research Institute: Clone selection of mango varieties.3.
Sericulture Research Institute: Report on sericulture production in 1988.4.
Rubber Research Institute:5. Rubber production test plots, NE Thailand.
Farming Systems Research Institute: Assessment of impact of farming system
research.*
6.
Plant Pathology and Microbiology Division: Control of fungal diseases in mungbean.7.
Entomology and Zoology Division: Cotton integrated pest control.8.
Agricultural Toxic Substance Division: Pesticide residues in field crops.9.
Agricultural Chemistry Division: Study and analyse the amount of K in fertilizer
with and without CaCl2 as a suppressor.
10.
Agricultural Engineering Division: Development and evaluation of a jute ribboner.*11.
Botany and Weed Science Division: Comparison between the efficacy of pre and post
emergent herbicide in pre-germinated direct- 
seeded rice.
12.
Soil Science Division: Fertilizer application to hybrid corn.13.
failed to complete questionnaire.*
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TABLE 2: STATISTICAL SUMMARY OF PERFORMANCE INDICATORS, OVER ALL 
INVESTIGATIONS (CASE STUDY B)
INDICATOR AVERAGE RANGE
INPUTS
Duration of investigation (years) 3.5 1-9
Total budget for investigation (B) 527,500 3,000-1,670,049
Total person years spent on the 
investigation by research officers 11.7 0.1-32
Adequacy of resources (score)
1 = v insufficient, 5 = plentiful
3.7 2.5-5
OUTPUTS
Degree of completion (%)




Publications output (score) 
1 = nil, 5 = many articles
2.9 1-5
Significance of results (score)
1 = no significant results/rccommcndations 
5 = v important results/recommendations
3.5 1-5
Achievement of objectives (score) 
1 = not successful 
5 = fully successful
3.5 3-4
IMPACT
Present/future impact of results (score) 
1 = little impact likely




TABLE 3: SUMMARY OF EVALUATION OF CASE STUDY B BY M & E TEAMS*
RATING AVERAGE
1 2 3 4 5
r i T T 1
* Did you learn anything new about:









2 3 2 4.0




1 1 1 2 2 3.4
1 2 1 1 3.4
EVALUATION? 
Divisions (7 ) 
Institutes (5)
2 2 3 4.1
1 3 1 3.0
* Did the case study help your unit gain a better understanding of the M & E process? 
(Rating 1 = no; 2; 3 = some help; 4; 5 = much help)
Divisions (7) 
Institutes (5)
1 3 3 4.3
3 1 1 3.6
* Will you apply any new methods/techniques to your future M & E activities? 





* Was the case study difficult?




2 2 1 3.0
* Was the case study time consuming?
(Rating 1 = no; 2; 3 = some problems; 4; 5 = yes, too much
Divisions (7) 
Institutes (5)
1 1 3 2 2.9
2 1 2.82
Note: One of the 7 Division teams did not complete the case study, but did complete the 
evaluation; one of the 6 Institute teams completed neither.
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A major benefit from the case study was the refinement of the original questionnaire, to 
eliminate or modify those parts of the questionnaire which apparently caused difficulty to 
the respondents, and to incorporate various improvements. The questionnaire in Appendix B 
now has at least been tested; its translation into Thai and any further modifications are 
now the responsibility of the M & E section in the Planning and Technical Division, and of 
the individual units/groups.
COOPERATIVE CASE STUDY (C)
This case study (Appendix C) focused on developing skills in planning a project before its 
implementation - defining the tasks to be done, listing appropriate milestones against 
which project progress can be measured, defining appropriate performance (input/output) 
indicators and visualising the future benefits/impact from the project. The hypothetical 
project embraced three distinct strands (revising/ developing standards for varieties and 
seeds/planting materials; increasing the efficiency of the production of seeds and 
planting materials; management of the project). The M & E team leaders were requested to 
function as an interim management group for the purpose of producing a report for the 
guidance of the Departmental Executive in implementing the project.
The case study was based on policies and guidelines outlined for implementation under 
section 7 (policies 7.1, 7.2 and 7.4) of the current strategic plan of the Thai DOA.
At threeThe leaders of the M & E units were given the case study on November 13. 
subsequent meetings (November 20 and 27, December 4) they discussed the case study, 
progressively working through the elements of it under the chairmanship of Mr Charus 
Chunrum. The chairman organised the leaders into three groups for discussion on planning 
the activities of the "future" standards, production and management groups. At the end of 
the discussion period (in Thai for approximately 30-40 minutes at each meeting), a 
representative from each group put up on a white board a summary of their deliberations, 
and this summary was in turn discussed by the consultant with the groups.
This case study progressed from a tentative discussion of the issues at the November 20 
meeting, to vigorous discussions at the November 27 and December 4 meetings. A report in 
Thai, based on these discussions and on the guidelines provided by the consultant, was 
written by Mr Charus, Mrs Boonluck, Mr Sunthon and Mr Ocha. This report, and the 
guidelines provided by Dr Wolfe, were distributed to each M & E team towards the end of 
December.
Aside from providing a practical exercise to back up the seminars given on monitoring 
techniques, this case study provided an opportunity for M & E staff to participate 
together as a team'.
MEETINGS AND SEMINARS
Starting on November 13, each of the four weekly meetings with M & E staff began at 1.30 
pm with discussions on the case studies, and ended at 4 pm after a 30-45 minute seminar 
from Dr Wolfe on the topics listed in Table 4. On two occasions, institute/divison 
directors attended part of the meeting to give a short address on their perspectives of 
management and M & E. Dr Vichitr Bcnjasil (Director, Field Crops Research Institute) and 
Khun Dara Buangsuwon (Director, Plant Pathology and Microbiology Division) attended on 
November 20 and December 4 respectively.
The seminar topics were selected and presented in a manner which emphasised the role of M 
& E teams in the project cycle (Figure 4). Simple techniques for performance monitoring 
(task lists, bar charts, score charts and check lists, questionnaires, performance 
indicators) were highlighted.
The notes distributed at each seminar are grouped in Appendix E, which in time may be 
reprinted separately as a basic manual for M & E staff and research leaders in the Thai
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TABLE 4: MONITORING AND EVALUATION CONSULTANCY SEMINAR PROGRAM, 
NOVEMBER - DECEMBER 1989
Date: November 13*
Topic: Planning Research
The use of task lists, bar charts and network analysis to plan 
research. A bar chart of Dr Ted Wolfe’s program in November - 
December was displayed and discussed.
Content:




Role of M & E teams; the priority-setting process; priority 
setting methods; examples of a checklist model, a scoring chart 
model and a weighted criteria model for assessing projects and 
subprojects.
Content:
Notes Distributed: Printed notes (E.C. Wolfe)
November 27Date:*
Topic: Performance Indicators
Setting performance indicators; using performance indicators; 
choosing appropriate indicators; examples of input, output and 
impact indicators.
Content:
Notes Distributed: Printed notes (E.C. Wolfe).
Guidelines for monitoring research within the Horticultural 
Institute (K.R. Chapman).
A survey approach for monitoring of research by subproject within 
the HRI (K.R. Chapman).
December 4Date:
Topic: Research Evaluation
Aspects; methods and techniques; peer review; guidelines for 
evaluations.
Content:
Notes Distributed: Printed Notes (E.C. Wolfe).
Evaluating the performance of research officers (E.C. Wolfe). 
Guidelines for assessing researchers for general promotion or 
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Each of the seminars was evaluated by a questionnaire given to the leader (or 
representative) of each M & E team; the results are summarised in Figure 5. Generally, 
all of the seminars rated well. Most M & E teams indicated that the material improved 
their knowledge and understanding of M & E techniques/methods, which in turn were rated 
highly in terms of their future usefulness to M & E teams and research leaders. The 
seminar on performance indicators rated slightly lower than the others; this may indicate 
that further instruction is needed in the selection and use of indicators. On the other 
hand, the seminar on evaluation was rated higher than expected, since many of the teams 
previously had expressed to the consultant their diffident approach to evaluation.
All of the teams commented that the use of English was a problem, initially at least. 
Some difficulties were expressed on their understanding of the spoken seminars due to the 
consultant speaking too quickly, with an Australian accent, and/or "speaking too much in 
your throat". The availability of printed notes was welcomed, since team members were 
more adept with written English than spoken English, and it gave them an opportunity to 
review the content of each seminar. One of the respondents requested that the seminar 
notes be translated into Thai, so that they would be available to researchers and 
administrators throughout the Thai DOA.
The content of the seminars was not considered too advanced, nor too simple. All of the 
teams indicated that the seminars were interesting, and one volunteered praise for the 
content and format of the notes.
Overall, the evaluation of the seminar series by the M & E teams was consistent with the 
consultant’s perception of their response during the course. The seminar series was a 
success, enjoyable and instructive to all (including the consultant).
CONSULTATIONS
The main activities were:
* Appointments. Dr Ted Wolfe was welcomed back to the Thai DOA by the Director-General, 
Dr Thanonchit Wongsiri on November 2, and by the Deputy Director-General (Dr Amphol 
Senanarong) on November 3. During the visit to Bangkok of Dr David Chatel (ACNARP 
Coordinator), Dr Wolfe participated in informal ACNARP discussions and in the 3rd 
ACNARP coordinating meeting with officials from the DOA, DTEC and the Australian 
Embassy.
* Planning Meetings. On several occasions (Figure 1), most regularly each Friday, Dr 
Wolfe met with the Thai counterparts Mr Charus and Mrs Boonluck to discuss progress 
and to plan activities for the following week. These meetings were occasionally 
attended by Mr Sunthon and by Dr John Schiller.
Consultations. From Tuesday to Thursday during the weeks beginning November 13 and 
November 20, Dr Wolfe (accompanied by Mrs Boonluck) visited all of the M & E groups. 
These discussions centred mainly on the case studies A & B. Some general topics were 
discussed, and the objectives of the consultancy input were outlined broadly. These 
discussions provided the consultant with qualitative impressions on the role, function 
and quality of M & E teams within each institute and division.
VISITS TO RESEARCH CENTRES
On the evening of December 5, Dr Ted Wolfe, Dr John Schiller, Mr Charus, Mrs Boonluck 
and Mr Sunthon flew to Surat Thani. On the following day, we visited Research Centres at 
Surat Thani (Horticulture) and Phattalung (Rice), where we met the director and research 
officers to explain the purpose of the consultancy and to "sell" the benefits to research 
and researchers of an active M & E system in the DOA. Some feedback came from the 
researchers at these Centres on the existing M & E forms, which they considered too 
numerous, too frequent and too superficial.
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FIGURE 5: EVALUATION OF SEMINARS AND PRINTED NOTES (D)
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On the morning of December 7, the party visited Songkhla Rubber Research Centre at Hut Yai 
for similar discussions with the director and senior research officers at that centre. 
Also present were Mr Roengchai (leader of M & E, Rubber Research Institute, Bangkok), and 
Mr Chakan (M & E, RRC, Songkhla). Following briefings from Dr Schiller, Mr Charus and 
Dr Wolfe, Mr Chakan outlined the successful efforts of RRI M & E staff to develop and 
operate a computerised system of project registration, one which accurately charts the 
allocation of funds, staff and other resources to subprojects. This computerised system 
appeared impressive, a tribute to the skill and approach of the M & E staff. However, two 
problems will require resolution. First, the system has yet to incorporate an expanded 
list of output indicators. Second, the system was developed independently of the official 
research information database of the Thai DOA - in fact, this M & E team apparently is 
unaware of the details of the official system. This latter problem is one which must be 
resolved in a manner which channels the initiative and skill of individuals into the 
official system. Dr Wolfe, Dr Schiller and the Thai counterparts undertook to discuss this 
sensitive issue with the Deputy Director-General, Dr Amphol.
POLICY MEETING
On December 11 in Bangkok, the above group met with Dr Amphol to discuss a range of 
policy issues relating to M & E in the Thai DOA. The progress during the second input of 
the consultancy was outlined, and problems for the third input (in May 1990) discussed. A 
number of matters were tentatively resolved. Dr Amphol undertook to appoint a committee 
to review and revise the format and frequency of information collection within the Thai 
DOA, and to promote linkages between instilute/division directors and their M & E staff.
CONCLUSIONS
There were many possible ways of approaching the second input of this M & E consultancy, 
and several important matters remain to be tackled by the consultant during the third 
input in May 1990.
The structure and function of the second input was based on a prime weakness identified 
during the first input - the generally low level of performance monitoring undertaken by 
M & E staff in the Thai DOA. The level of output monitoring was assessed as inadequate 
throughout the DOA. This deficiency can be attributed to one or more of the following:
An attitude problem - some M & E staff lack the confidence and/or initiative to 
undertake assessments of research productivity.
A skills problem - many personnel lack sufficient training, but several leaders of 
M & E units had attended a NIDA course earlier in 1989. 
knowledge/expcrience of applying M & E to agricultural research is incomplete.
Despite this, their
A leadership problem - M & E staff are insufficiently aware of what management expects 
of them, and management is similarly not aware of what M & E personnel can do.
The second input concentrated on developing the knowledge, skill, confidence and 
initiative of M & E staff. The leadership problem will be spotlighted prior to and during 
the third input.
The training approach was an integrated one. The case studies gave practical instruction 
in the use of the techniques which were highlighted in the seminar series. Consultations 
with M & E staff enhanced the training message, reinforced the rapport between the 
consultant and M & E staff, and provided opportunities for appraisal.
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Generally, this approach was successful. Although there was some confusion at the start 
of the case studies, all but one of the units/groups completed the case studies 
satisfactorily. At least four of the M & E teams achieved quite a high standard in these 
assignments. Another indicator of success was the good attendance at the seminars. Even 
on the occasion of the 4th seminar, held on December 4 (a Monday) immediately before the 
King’s birthday holiday on December 5, all but two of the M & E teams were represented.
Another strong indicator of success was the positive response to the case studies and 
seminars, as revealed by ex post questionnaires. From the replies, most units and groups 
gained some to many new ideas on the components of a complete performance monitoring 
system, from the planning to evaluation stages.
Overall, the main achievements during the second input were:
Information Transfer. There was a successful transfer to M & E staff of important 
concepts and techniques useful for performance monitoring and evaluation, 
techniques included task lists, bar charts, network analysis, milestones, check lists, 
score charts, performance indicators and evaluation questionnaires. The use of these 
techniques during the project cycle (Figure 4) was described.
1.
The
It is intended that the seminar notes and other material handed out at eachManual.
seminar be collated into a manual, to provide a hard copy guide to processes and 
techniques for the effective performance monitoring of agricultural research, 
manual could incorporate the modified questionnaire (Appendix B) - it can be adapted 
to suit the requirements of each division and institute.
2.
The
Through consultations, visits and discussions, a number of issues were3. Issues.
defined.
ISSUES
During the course of the second input of this consultancy, there were defined a number of 
issues which are vital to the future monitoring and evaluation of agricultural research in 
the Thai DOA. These issues are listed below. The action necessary to address each issue, 
prior to and during the third input of the consultant in May 1990, is recommended in the 
following section.
* Links between directors and M & E staff. A crucial matter is the link, and level of 
interaction, which exists between M & E staff in each division/institutc and senior 
management at the relevant division, institute or centre level. Support for M & E is 
variable from the directors of the institutes/divisions. Generally, M & E staff do 
not know what information management wants, and management does not appreciate what 
their M & E staff can do.
* Format and frequency of information collection. Staff interviewed at all levels 
complained about the need to fill in too many M & E forms. Some forms are unnecessary 
due to the implementation of MIS databases which contain the information required to 
meet DOA and Bureau of Budget reporting requirements. These requirements, which 
embrace reporting at four-monthly intervals, are inappropriate when applied at the 
subproject level, especially if the subproject is one which may be in progress for 
several months or years before information on output becomes available. There is a 
real need to streamline and standardise the process of collecting information and 
data; to broaden the adoption of computerised MIS techniques across the DOA; to reduce 
the number, frequency and duplication of forms; to ensure that the people who supply 
information receive appropriate feedback; and to increase the time available to M & E 
staff for output monitoring and performance audits on selected research projects. 
There must be a trend away from limited input monitoring on all subprojects, to 
complete input/output assessment on fewer topics. The main focus of monitoring should 
be on what is completed, not on what is started.
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* Leadership of M & E. Within the Planning and Technical Division, there is a need for 
an M & E "champion", a person who has a vision of how M & E can contribute to the 
improvement of the productivity, quality and relevance of agricultural research, and 
who can motivate the system and individuals toward that vision. The appropriate 
person will need a good understanding of the theory and application of M & E methods 
and techniques, skills in systems analysis, and the ability to work productively with 
people at all levels. The M & E section within the Division may warrant upgrading to 
subdivision status, and additional staff may be needed with skills in economic 
analysis and computerisation. M & E activities within other Divisions also may 
warrant upgrading to the point where at least the leader is wholly committed to 
M & E.
* Training and staff development. Progress has been made, prior to and during the 
consultancy, in training M & E staff. Another workshop will be undertaken by N1DA to 
train those M & E staff who were not selected for a previous M & E course. The 
requirement for training is an ongoing one, and the training program must be targetted 
towards specific needs and coordinated across the DOA. An immediate requirement is to 
ensure that directors of research gain an appreciation of what M & E is and what it 
can do for research in their division/institute/centre.
RECOMMENDATIONS
There is considerable scope for further improvement and refinement of M & E systems and 
procedures, in order to enhance the progress and accomplishment of agricultural research 
at all levels in the Thai DOA. By the end of June 1990, after the third input during May, 
a final report on this M & E consultancy shall be available. In the meantime, progress 
must be made on each of the recommendations below.
Revise the corporate (strategic) plan so that its implementation can be monitored.
The current plan put out by the Thai DOA compares favourably with a strategic plan 
issued for 1989/90 by NSW Agriculture & Fisheries. The next Thai plan would be 
improved by making the strategic guidelines more specific, assigning tasks to 
individuals at the senior management (director) level, and imposing a deadline for the 
completion of each task. There is no need, in my opinion, to develop an individual 
operational plan for each activity, since the strategic plan should provide a focus 
rather than a recipe. However, the DOA Strategic Plan can be used by each division 
and institute to develop their own strategic planning document, and this process can 
extend to the centre level. Hopefully, there will be specific targets in each plan to 
enhance M & E activities at each level.
1.
Implementation of recommendation: At the next meeting of division/institute directors.
Staff involved: Senior executive; directors of divisions, institutes and centres.
Completion date: Issue of next strategic plan.
2. Enhance management information systems. Good progress has apparently been made in the 
development and use of computerised systems for the management of finance, personnel 
and research information, due to the considerable efforts of ACNARP advisors and DOA
staff. There must be a continuing commitment to achieve refinements in software and 
improvements in hardware, to the point where information can easily be put into and 
extracted from the MIS databases. It is crucial that these systems be improved,
updated and maintained.
Implementation of recommendation: Ongoing.
Completion date: Ongoing.
Staff involved: Director of Planning and Technical Division; managers of MIS
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3. Improve the intcraclion and links between directors and M & E staff. All directors 
must improve their attitude to and appreciation of M & E, since M & E is such an 
important component of a high quality system of agricultural research. It is important 
that
Two activities are proposed:
M & E staff form a better understanding of what information directors want.
Recommendation 3a: In each division and institute, the director should meet with the 
leader of the M & E team, to define and plan a performance audit on a field of 
research (subprojccts/projccts) selected by the director. The performance audit can 
be conducted in a similar manner to case Study B - an improved questionnaire is 
enclosed in this report (Appendix B).
Implementation of recommendation: March 1990.
Completion date: The performance audit should be completed, presented and discussed 
with the director by early May 1990, to enable the consultant to 
review the assignment with the director and M & E staff during the 
third input of this consultancy.
Staff involved: Directors and M & E staff in each division and institute.
Recommendation 3b: A two-day workshop , to provide directors with an appreciation of 
computer and M & E techniques, will be held in May 1990.
Implementation of the recommendation: Planning of the workshop is underway. 
Completion date: May 1990.
Staff involved: Dr John Schiller, Dr Ted Wolfe, training staff, invited directors.
4. Review and rationalise existing "routine" M & E procedures within the DOA. A working 
committee, drawn from staff in the DOA, is needed to review and rationalise existing 
"routine" M & E procedures. The review should be undertaken during March-April 1990, 
so that preliminary recommendations are available to the consultant in May 1990. The 
focus of the review should be on each of the matters outlined under the heading of 
"Format and frequency of information collection", above. The review team might also 
consider any other matters such as the future leadership of M & E, staff development 
and training, and any deficiencies in resources available for M & E.





Review team, reporting to Dr. Amphol (DDG); Drs. Wolfe and Schiller; 
Mr. Keith Chapman
THIRD INPUT
The consultant will undertake a 4-week visit to Thailand in May 1990, to conclude the 
consultancy. This input will comprise the following tasks:
Coordinate and complete the review and rationalisation of the existing "routine" M & E 
procedures with the DOA
Coordinate and complete the improvement of links between management (at its various 
levels) and the M & E units/groups.
Coordinate the improvement of understanding of M & E by management (at its various 
levels).
Provide a final report for use by the DOA, giving recommendations for the further 
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APPENDIX A: CASE STUDY A
MEMO
Leaders of M & E Units/GroupsTo
Dr Ted Wolfe, ACNARP ConsultantFrom
Subject : Activities, October 2532 - September 2533
* Please draw up a bar chart (or GANTT chart) to show the proposed activities of your 
unil/group during the next 12 months.
* Use bars or lines to show the expected duration of the activities listed below 
(tasks 1 - 10).
Major activity Minor activityor or
* Suggested list of tasks (jobs/activities).
Monitoring Activities
Task 1. Send out, collect and compile DOA forms.
2. Send out and collect subproject forms.
3. Process (summarise and analyse) subproject forms.
4. Other monitoring work (Name ....................................
)
Evaluation Activities
Task 5. Evaluation studies (Name
)
Reporting Activities
Task 6. Work on annual report(s) for institute/division. 
7. Work on other reports (Name ...............................
)
Special Tasks
8. Special investigations for Director of Institute/Division (Titles of 
proposed investigations ..............................................................................
)
9. Other special investigations (Titles
)
Other tasks (eg. Training courses10.
)
Az
* Please return your completed chart to Mrs Boonluck Seetanun by November 20.
Enclosed are:
A form which you can photocopy and use to develop your chart.
A comment form for you to complete and return when you have completed your chart. 
A copy of 1SNAR working paper No. 13 (Project Management Techniques for 
Performance Monitoring), which introduces four techniques to illustrate project 
activities. Please read this paper before you begin work on developing your bar 
chart.
I hope you enjoy this exercise. Good luck.




Do you think that a bar chart is useful to help you plan your unit/group activities 
over the next 12 months?
1.
2 3 51 4
* * * **
useless very useful
(Circle a number to indicate your opinion)
2. Did you find the task of completing your bar chart easy, or difficult?
2 51 3 4
* * * * *
very difficultvery easy
(Circle a number to indicate your opinion)
3. Do you think that bar charts and/or network analysis are useful techniques to help 




(Circle a number to indicate your opinion)
4. Would you please write down below any comments you would like to make.
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APPENDIX B: CASE STUDY B
MEMO
DATE: 10 November 1989
TO: All Leaders, M&E Units/Groups
EROM: Dr. Ted Wolfe, ACNARP Consultant
Mr. Charus Chunrum, Convenor, Working Group
Mr. Sunthon Vitayatherarat, Planning & Technical Division
Mrs. Boonluck Seetanun, Planning & Technical Division
SUBJECT: Case study nominated by your M&E Unit/Group
For the topic you selected, please complete the enclosed questionnaire, 
which has been designed to evaluate the investigation you nominated.
Ensure that members of your M&E team participate in this case study.
At the end of the questionnaire, please attempt to evaluate the 
investigation, in the terms indicated. Could you get your institute/division 
director/or group leader to give a rating, too.
On the last page, please attempt to evaluate this case study, in the terms 
indicated. It is important that you provide feedback on the questionnaire, 
and what you have learnt from it.
Return the completed questionnaire and ratings to Mrs. Boonluck





CASE STUDY B: REVISED QUESTIONNAIRE
For the topic you have selected
1. Description of investigation: complete the following details:
Title of investigation (short title):
Topic of investigation:
Departmental Project No. (Budget) 
Research Database Project No.
Background to the investigation - briefly describe the problem the investigation 
set out to solve, or partially solve: ....................................................




Who were the supervisors of the investigation? Please give their names, 
location and the proportion of their total time spent in supervising and 





Give the names and location of other research officer(s) involved :
Can you indicate the total person years spent on this project by each research 




Briefly describe the work which was done in the investigation:
At how many locations was the experimental work done? (number and name)
Over how many years was the work conducted? (number and name)
What were the treatments (give names and rates of herbicides, varieties, 
fertilizers etc), or the major components (eg survey, field work, laboratory 
work), of the investigation ?
NOTE:
investigation (subproject or project) may have involved completing a 
subproject, and then doing a promotion campaign. If the investigation 
involved 2 or 3 subprojects, briefly describe the treatments for each 
subproject. We don’t want too much detail.
First set of treatments, or 1st component
For example, theA component means a separate part.
Second set of treatments, or 2nd component
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Third set of treatments, or 3rd component (if applicable)
During the investigation, or after it had ended, was any real attempt made to 
transfer the technology to DOAE staff, or demonstrate it to fanners? Answer 
yes or no. 
technology
If yes, please describe briefly what was done to transfer the
Was the investigation undertaken in co-operation with any other agencies (e.g. 
other divisions/institutes, DOAE)? Answer yes or no. If yes, please list the 
other agencies and summarise their involvement.
ft*






- Proposed completion date
- Actual completion date
- Total budget for investigation
- Actual expenditure on investigation
- Total person years spent on this 
project by research officers
- Number of support staff (full year 
equivalents) who were employed on the 
investigation.
- Physical size of investigation
No. of subprojects and/or
No. of rai and/or





For the questions below, please use a score to indicate the sufficiency of resources (1, 
2, 3, 4 or 5)
1 = very insufficient
2




- Was the budget sufficient?
- Were field resources sufficient?
- Were laboratory resources sufficient?
- Was labour sufficient?
- Was no. of research officers sufficient?
- Was all needed equipment available?
- Other resources (s)............................
Of the resources listed above, which one most seriously limited progress with the 
investigation?..............................................................................................................................
Were there any other factors which seriously limited progress with the investigation?
e>6
3. OUTPUTS Complete the following 5 output indicators which can be used to 
determine if the investigation/project was completed successfully or not. 
For each indicator, give an overall rating for the project on a 1-5 scale 
(see key). Space is provided for any comments.
INDICATOR #1 (Completion): Is the investigation complete in terms of:
Use a score (1-5) to indicate D All field work? 
degree of completeness
1 = very incomplete (0-25%) CH All laboratory work?
3 = 50% complete
5 = fully complete (100%) d All statistical analysis?
Comment(s)................................................................................................................................
Overall rating for # 1
1 2 3 (Circle a 
number)
4 5







INDICATOR # 2 (Reporting): What is the status of reporting on this investigation?
□ A progress report has been sent to be institute/division director.
Tick ( ) □ A final report has been sent to the institute/division director.
appropriate
box □ A final report is in preparation, to be submitted to 
by (date) ............................
□ A start has not yet been made on the final report. However, it 
will be submitted by (date) ........
□ No plans have been made to write or submit a final report.
Overall rating for # 2
1 2 (Circle a 
number)
3 54









INDICATOR # 3 (Publications): 
publication?
Are the findings from this work suitable for
EH Yes, an article (or articles) has already been published/accepted.
How many articles
EH Yes, an article (or articles) is in preparation. How many articles are 
in preparation
EH Yes, but no articles have yet been written. How many articles are 
planned
EH No articles are planned, but a leaflet will be prepared.
EH No publications will come from the work.
State TYPE (scientific article, extension article or leaflet), TITLE AND AUTHORSHIP 










Overall rating for # 3








INDICATOR # 4 (RESULTS): As a result of work done in this investigation and 
preceeding ones, did the research team:
No Yes Release a new variety in 1988/89? Give details
□ □
No Yes Obtain a patent on new discovery, or commercialise the research work? 
Give details□ □
Did the work yield a recommendation, or a set of recommendations, which can be 
implemented at:
No Yes The research level only (eg. a new procedure or technique, a finding 
which other research workers need to know)?
State what the recommendation(s) is:□ □
The farm level (eg. a new variety, cultural technique, or method) which 
the DOAE and farmers need to know about.
State what the recommendation(s) is:
No Yes
□ □
The commodity or industry level (eg. a finding which is generally 
applicable, one which is not location specific, like a new storage 
procedure, postharvest treatment or important variety).
State what the recommendation(s) is:
No Yes
□ □
Overall rating for # 4
5 (Circle a 
number)
1 2 3 4







INDICATOR # 5 Did the research team achieve the objectives set at the start or 
the investigation?








(Circle a number to indicate degree of success)
What problems, if any, limited the success of the investigation?
The experimental design and/or treatments were inappropriate.□
□ The experimental treatments did not work
Tick ( ) □ Not enough resources were provided to undertake the work 
satisfactory.




□ Other problems. Give details
What effect, if any, did the following external factors have on the progress/success on 
the investigation.
□Use a score (0-5) to 
indicate degree or effect 
1 = little or 
no effect 
3 = some effect 
5 = severe effect 
leading to 
failure of the 
investigation
What sort of stress (circle one)-Environmental stress, 
drought, flood, too hot, too cold, other 
Pest attack. State pest or problems.□
□ Disease attack. State disease or problems
□ Other factors, give details
Overall rating for # 5 (ranging from 1= complete failure to 5= all objectives were 
successfully achieved)





4. IMPACT The outputs from a successful investigation (= a subproject, or group of 
subprojects) will produce benefits not only at the research level but also at 
higher levels ( project or program levels) e.g.















Improve serviceGreater accuracy—> —>
Social benefitGreater control-—> —>
The possible beneficiaries of new knowledge may include other research workers, 
DOAE staff, farmers, commerce and industry, consumers, exporters etc.
- For this investigation, identify the pathway from research to the beneficiaries. Who 
may benefit? How may they benefit?
- Suggest up to 3 appropriate performance indicators which could be used to determine 





5. EVALUATION OF INVESTIGATION: Rate the investigation in the following
terms.
Put an appropriate number in each box
Size of investigation (in relation to the average level for 



















investigation on a 
topic which is crucial 
to departmental objectives
Completeness of investigation
2 3 4 5 □□
I I I I I
Incomplete, Partly 
poor performance complete
Fully complete including 
all reports and publications
Results from investigation













Present/future impact of results




















6. EVALUATION OF CASE STUDY B'Z
Please rate this case study in the following terms: 
Put an appropriate number in each box.
Did you learn anything new about input monitoring?
21 3 4 5 □I




Did you learn anything new about output monitoring?
2 3 4 5 □I I I




Did you learn anything new about impact assessment?
1 2 3 54 □II




Did you learn anything new about evaluation?
1 3 52 4 □I I




Did this case study help your unit gain a better understanding of the M&E process?
1 2 3 4 5 □
No much helpsome help
Will you apply any new methods/techniques to your future M&E activities?
1 2 3 54
I I
No a few many new 
methods
Was this case study difficult?
51 2 3 4 □I II
Yes, it was 
difficult




Was this case study time consuming?
51 2 3 4 □I I
No, we were 
happy to spend 
the time on it
Yes, it took 
much more time 
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APPENDIX C: CASE STUDY C
Cooperative M & E Case Study
Let us imagine that the DOA has been given a special grant of ^ 800,000 each year for over 
three years, to achieve the following by mid 1992:
Revise and enforce standards for variety registration and certification.
Revise and enforce standards for seed inspecting, seed certification and seed quality.
Produce sufficient foundation seed and planting materials to meet a forecast 10% 
increase in demand each year for the production of field crops, fruit crops, rubber 
plantings and mulberry plantings.
Develop improved methodology for the production of foundation seed and planting 
materials, and develop suitable equipment to increase the efficiency of production.
Encourage the private sector to multiply seeds and planting materials, according to 
quality standards set by the DOA.
Produce seed of certain approved crops for export, according to quality standards set 
by the DOA.
The Director-General has requested that three working groups be formed to implement this 
project:
A group to plan and implement the revision and/or development of appropriate standards 
(standards group).
A group to plan and implement the improvements and/or developments to increase the 
efficiency of production of seed and planting materials (production group).
A management group to plan and manage the whole project, especially to develop and 
implement appropriate monitoring and evaluation methods to ensure that the project 
team (the working groups and other staff) conforms to the plan, operates within the 
budget, meets targets and achieves the project objectives.
As an interim step, the Director-General has requested (let us say) that leaders of all 
M & E units/groups cooperate to form an interim management group which will, by Friday
December 8, provide to Dr Wolfe and Dr Amphol a report on the following:
A list of the main tasks to be undertaken by each group (standards, production, 
management) over the next three years.
A list of appropriate milestones for each task, against which progress can be 
measured.
A list of appropriate inputs to be monitored during the course of the project.
A list of appropriate outputs which can be monitored, and which will form the basis 
for evaluating the success of the project in 1992.
Suggested procedures for evaluating the effects of, benefits from, and impact of the 
project on the seed and plant propagation industries in Thailand.
cz
Also, each Division and Institute will be invited to submit proposals for research to 
help achieve the project objectives. A procedure is needed to help achieve the 
project objectives. A procedure is needed to help rank these submissions in priority 
order, so that funds go to the high priority subprojects. Can you develop a procedure 
to do this?
The interim management group will be chaired by Mr Charus Chunrum. The secretary is Mrs 
Boonluck Seetanun. This group, comprising all leaders of M & E units/groups, will meet 
first on Monday, November 20, and again on November 27 and December 4, before presenting 
their report in writing on Friday, December 8.
At each meeting, Dr Ted Wolfe will be present to listen to the discussions and answer 
questions. Dr Ted Wolfe also will give a seminar each Monday, after the discussions, on 
M & E methods and techniques. Dr Wolfe also is available to talk with M & E teams at each 
Institute and Division from Tuesday to Thursday, inclusive, for each week in November.
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APPENDIX D: CASE STUDY D
MEMO TO: Leaders (or Representative) of each M & E Unit/Group
CASE STUDY D: Evaluation of seminars and printed notes
INSTRUCTIONS: Please read (or re-read) the notes which were given to you 
at each seminar, and evaluate the value of each seminar 
(plus notes) in terms of:
1 The improvement in your knowledge and understanding of the M & E 
methods/techniques discussed at each seminar
Write a number in box 1 (page 2)
Key 1 = I did not learn anything new. No improvement
2 =
3 = I learnt some new things. Some improvement
4 =
5 = Big improvementI learnt many new things.
Future usefulness of the seminar/notes to you and your team for M & E in your 
institute/division
2
Write a number in box 2 (page 2)
Key 1 = The methods and techniques discussed at the seminar will not be 
useful.
2 =
3 = Will be of some use.
4 =
5 = Will be very useful.
Future usefulness of the seminar/notes to research leaders in your 
institute/division
3
Write a number in box 3 (page 2)
Key 1 = I do not think the methods and techniques discussed at the seminar 
will be useful to research leaders.
2 =
3 = Will be of some use.
4 =
5 = Could be very useful.
On page 3, please give your overall comments on the seminars.
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QUESTIONNAIRE (case study D)
Enter 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5 in each box, to indicate your opinion
Seminar # 1 Planning research The use of task lists, bar charts and network analysis 
was discussed.




A copy of ISNAR working paper No. 13 (project management
1 Improvement in knowledge/understanding
2 Usefulness for M & E team
3 Usefulness for research leaders
box
Any comments?
Seminar # 2 Setting priorities We discussed the process of setting priorities and 




1 Improvement in knowledge/understanding
2 Usefulness for M & E team
3 Usefulness for research leaders
box
Any comments?
Seminar # 3 Setting and using performance indicators We discussed performance 
indicators, how they are chosen and used. A list of possible indicators was given in 
the notes distributed to you. You also were given a copy of Khun Chapman’s paper 





1 Improvement in knowledge/understanding.
2 Usefulness for M & E team
3 Usefulness for research leaders
box
Any comments?
Seminar # 4 Research Evaluation We discussed the role of M & E teams in 
performance M & E, peer reviews and expert reviews. Two sets of notes/guidelines 
were given to you evaluating the performance of research officers (Ted Wolfe) and 




1 Improvement in knowledge/understanding.
2 Usefulness for M & E team.




General Comments Please give your general comments on all the seminars. Explain 
how you think.
English/Thai. Was the use of English a serious problem which reduced your 
understanding of the content of the seminars ? Or was it not a problem?
Advanced/Simple. Was the content of the seminars too advanced, too simple, or ok?
Interesting/not interesting Were the seminars interesting, or not interesting?
Any other comments ?
f
EllAPPENDIX E
MONITORING AND EVALUATION CONSULTANCY. NOV - DEC 1989
SEMINAR PROGRAM - DR TED WOLFE
Page
* PLANNING RESEARCH (task lists, bar charts, network 
analysis). Date of Seminar - November 13.
Attachment: * ISNAR Working Paper No. 13 - Project 
management techniques for performance monitoring
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Me SETTING PRIORITIES (historical method, congruence, 
scoring models, economic analyses). Date of seminar - 
November 20 E15
♦ PERFORMANCE INDICATORS (selecting indicators, input 
indicators, output indicators, indicators of benefits/ 
impact). Date of seminar - November 27.
Attachments: * Guidelines for monitoring of research 
within HRI - Keith Chapman, ACNARP.
* A survey approach for monitoring of 





E49♦ EVALUATION. Date of seminar - December 4. 
Attachements: * Evaluation the performance of research 
officers in NSW Agriculture & Fisheries - Ted Wolfe
* Evaluating the performance of research 






Monitoring Monitoring is the process of recording 
what is happening, of collecting data and 
information on the inputs into, and 
outputs/benefits from, projects (or sub- 
projects). It is a check on the implementation 
and operation of the research plan, at the 
same time noting possible reasons for any 
deviations from the plan.
Evaluation Evaluation is the process of analysing the 
recorded information, of extracting lessons 
for the future from the information supplied 
by monitoring (and from other sources).
Milestone Milestones are specific checkpoints or 
significant targets in the project (or 
subproject) at which progress can be measured 
by a performance indicator or indicators.
Performance
Indicator
A performance indicator is a clear statement 
or data on an input, output or benefit. It 
provides quantification of the input, output or 
benefit.

























The basis for this seminar was ISNAR Working Paper No. 13 - "Project Management 
Techniques for Performance Monitoring".
The use of task lists, bar charts and network analysis was discussed. A bar chart of 
Dr. Ted Wolfe’s program in November-December was displayed and discussed.
The seminar lead on to the the first case study (A) - A bar chart to show the proposed 
activities of each M & E unit/group from October 1989 to September 1990.
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PROJECT MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUES FOR PERFORMANCE MONITORING
Agricultural research organizations are increasingly using a project 
management approach to ensure thorough project planning and to allocate scarce 
resources in a more transparent way. This working paper offers the research 
project manager some simple techniques for monitoring the performance of an 
activity, by tracking resources, outputs, and time. These techniques are only 
applicable where a workplan has been devised in advance, where targets or 
milestones have been identified, and where administrative reporting systems 
are reasonably operational. In this working paper four techniques are 





These techniques can help the manager to develop project workplans, to monitor 
ongoing projects, and to be alert for cost overruns and delays in scheduling. 
They aid the manager in tracking the technical, time, and cost performance of 
the project. By synthesizing the diverse research activities which comprise a 
project, it is possible to more fully understand the management implications 
for technical backstopping, timely procurement, financial control, and 
administrative support. The techniques described can be applied to projects 
or a collection of projects which comprise the research program. Finally, 
they can even be applied to the national research organization to aid 
strategic planning and implementation.
This ISNAR working paper is one of a several which describe useful project 
planning and management techniques. Other working papers cover the use of the 
Logical Framework approach in research planning and evaluation, the 
development of project proposals and workplans, and monitoring and 
evaluation. The author has attempted to be as succinct as possible in this 
paper, realizing that researchers and research managers are busy people who 
need practical management technique's. These techniques are aimed to improve 
your research, not to make research management an end in itself.
TASK LISTS
This is the most common approach for displaying a research project plan. It 
consists of a listing of the tasks comprising a project, in a column down the 
left side of a page. It is possible to array most scheduling and cost data in 
the remaining parallel columns. For example, successive columns might 
represent start-up dates for the tasks, anticipated completion dates, elapsed 
time, person-days, total cost for labor, etc. (Figure 1).
The merits of this approach are that task lists are easy to compose and to 
read without special training in the interpretation of symbols. Their 
greatest drawback is that they do not show the relationships among tasks. For 
example, some tasks may be able to function simultaneously; whereas, the start 
of some may be dependent upon the completion of others. The information is 
available to deduc* these kinds of relationships, but they are not obvious.
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Figure 1. Task List of Activities
Project Title: Striga Suppression and Control in Maize
Project Task Start MonthsEnd
1. Obtain IITA hybrid lines
of Striga-resistant material
Multiply under irrigation
Score (IITA method) previously
identified fields
Screen IITA & identified local
1 ines
Field surveys to collect local 
tolerant lines
Harvest and measure grain yield 
Test for milling quality 
Analyze results 
Write annual report 
Quarterly progress reports
Mar 1 May 30 3.0






4. Nov 1 Mar 15 4.5
5. Dec 1 Mar 15 3.5
















1. Specific tasks comprising the project.
2. Planned start-up dates for each task.
3. Planned completion dates for each task.
4. Planned elapsed calendar time per task.
5. Which tasks will be implemented at the same time.
6. Level-of-effort to complete tasks; e.g., person-days per task.
7. Costs associated with level-of-effort.
Task List disadvantages:
1. Critical relationships between tasks; for example, which must be 
done before others can start. And, which can operate concurrently 
without interfering with each other.
2. Slack time.
3. Activity bottlenecks.
4. Schedule of deliverables.
BAR CHARTS:
Many research managers use Bar Charts, also known as Gantt Charts. 
(Figure 2). Basically, they are two-dimensional charts with the tasks 
listed vertically on the left margin, and a time-line arrayed 
horizontally at the top. Then "bars” are used to indicate the start-up, 
duration, and completion times for each task. They are an improvement 
over the task list because they are more graphic; they show the time 
relationship of tasks to each other; and they accommodate a variety of 
information.
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Figure 2. Bar Chart of Activities
Project Title: Striga Suppression and Control in Maize
Project Task
1. Obtain IITA hybrid lines 
ofStriga resistant material
2. Multiply under irrigation
3. Score (IITA method) previously 
identified fields
| 4. Screen IITA & identified local 
I lines
i
| 5. Field surveys to collect local 
tolerant lines
6. Harvest and measure grain yield
7. Test for milling quality
8. Analyze results
9. Write annual report




The Bar Chart is simple to draft and is familiar to most people. 
It provides a graphic depiction of task duration, 




The Bar Chart shows the periods of time during which the lowest 
number of tasks are being implemented; it, therefore, provides a 
better estimate of probable slack periods.
2.
The Bar Chart shows the periods of time during which the greatest 
number of tasks are being implemented; it, therefore, provides a 
better estimate of probable bottlenecks.
3.
The Bar Chart does a better job of emphasizing those tasks which 
require the greatest, and least, duration—a useful observation 




1. The Bar Chart is oversimplified and still does not indicate the 
required sequence of tasks or the functional relationships among 
them.
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2. It does not highlight particularly critical tasks.
3. It is difficult to update.
The standard Bar Chart can be improved by the addition of symbols for 
more information. The Milestone or Deliverables Chart is an adaptation 
of a Bar Chart.
MILESTONE CHART:
The Milestone or Deliverables Chart (Figure 3) is an incremental 
improvement over the Task List and the Bar Chart. The milestone is a 
specific, significant checkpoint in the project that can be used for 
monitoring progress.
The open stars in the Milestone Chart indicate the most important tasks 
to be performed for the success of the project, and their target dates. 
The symbol represents a concrete, measurable output from these tasks, and 
is filled in when the task is actually completed. The difference between 
planned and completed activities are depicted with the open and closed 
symbols, respectively. This graphic presentation can give managers an 
overview of the schedule performance of the project, 
should be closely monitored by management.
These milestones
Figure 3. Milestone Chart of Activities
Project Title: Striga Suppression and Control in Maize
D J F M AM A M J J A S O N M JProject Task
1. Obtain HTA hybrid lines 
of Striga resistant material
2. Multiply under irrigation
3. Score (IITA method) previously 
identified fields
J
4. Screen OTA & identified local 
lines
5. Field surveys to collect local 
tolerant lines
6. Harvest and measure grain yield
7. Test for milling quality
8. Analyze resultsI
9. Write annual report 
j 10.Quarterly progress reports W
'TP Planned deliverable 'W'Completed deliverable
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Milestone Chart advantages:
1. The Milestone Chart is simple to draft and is familiar to many 
people. It is easy to understand.
2. It identifies critical events and is time-scaled.
3. It provides a structure for reporting during implementation, 
having identified important events to monitor.
Milestone Chart disadvantages:
1. The Milestone Chart is oversimplified, and the inter­
relationships among tasks are not indicated.
2. It does not provide information on the most efficient way to 
complete the project.
3. It is difficult to update.
Each research project manager should consider the degree to which more 
complex and comprehensive management techniques are necessary. A Network 
is a technique which can be used for complex projects. Mastering the 
various techniques of networking, however, requires time and practice. 
Therefore, managers should define for themselves the degree to which this 
is necessary and useful.
NETWORKS:
Networks were introduced in the 1950s for improving project planning and 
scheduling. Building upon the Milestone Chart, it eliminated the matrix 
format of the Bar and Milestone Charts, and replaced it with a free-form 
network which can be time-scaled. It permitted a graphic representation 
of the relationships between completed and started activities. And it 
introduced a formal means of calculating activity times, for analyzing 
project schedules, bottlenecks, and priorities for management.
The Network is a project plan in graphic form. There are many variations 
of Networks; the one presented here is the Critical Path Network. It 
consists of two symbols, circles, and arrows, called respectively, events 
(milestones) and activities (tasks). To construct a Network of a 
research project, it is necessary to know three things:
the planned outputs from different tasks; 
how much time each task takes;
which ones have to be done first (their relationship to each other).
Much of this information is already available from the Milestone Chart, 
such as the tasks and their timing. To construct a Network, the 
relationship between these tasks must be defined: Can they be done 
simultaneously? Or do certain ones depend on the completion of others 
before they can be achieved?
Since drawing a Network can be complicated and time-consuming, only those 
tasks which are imperative to making progress on the project are
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included. For example, the quarterly progress report is relatively 
independent of project progress. This is not meant to imply that 
progress reporting is not important, only that it is not essential to the 
completion of the research itself. Since project progress does not 
depend on the quality or frequency of these reports, they are not 
included in the Network.
The first step in constructing a Network is the determination of a Work 
Breakdown Schedule. Figure U constructs a Work Breakdown Schedule of the 
previous example, listing the major project tasks, and the preceding 
tasks on which they depend.
Figure U. Work Breakdown Schedule of Activities
Project Title: Striga Suppression and Control in Maize
Preceding TasksProject Task Duration
L. Obtain IITA hybrid lines
of Striga-resistant material
2. Multiply under irrigation
3. Score (IITA method) previously 
identified fields
U. Screen IITA & identified local 
lines
5. Field surveys to collect local 
tolerant lines
6. Harvest and measure grain yield
7. Test for milling quality
8. Analyze results










Drawing the Network: From this point drawing the network is relatively 
straightforward. First a symbol is chosen to depict our research project 
tasks, such as a circle with the task number inside it. Arrows are used 
to signify the relationships between tasks. If the two tasks are 
side-by-side, then progress on the project is indicated by an arrow 
between them which runs from left to right; like this:
© *>
But if the two tasks can be done simultaneously, then they will appear one 
over the other; like this:
Ell
If there is not a significant functional relationship between tasks, then 
no arrow connects them. If information from one task is important for the 
progress of another task, but neither task ultimately depends on the 
completion of the other, then they are connected with a broken (or dotted) 
arrow; like this:
The last remaining instruction is to indicate the time needed to complete 
a task on the Network, 
time needed to complete the project, 
arrow connecting the tasks.
This enables the manager to calculate the total
The time figure is inserted over the
30
The circles represent the completion of the intermittent research task. 
That is why the Network does not start with the first task; it has to be 
initiated before the numbered tasks are drawn. Therefore, the Network 
begins with a circle labeled "Start”. Figure 5 depicts the Network for 
the project example:
Figure 5. Critical Path Network
Project Title: Striga Suppression and Control in Maize
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Now it is time to interpret the Network. What information does it give, 
besides the chain of research project tasks? This is where a network 
proves to be a more powerful planning and management tool than either Task 
Lists, Bar Charts, or Milestone Charts. Networks can help us isolate that 
route to project completion which has the least amount of slack time in 
it. In other words, any delay along this particular route holds up the 
whole project.
The critical path is that path which takes the greatest amount of time to 
accomplish. It is critical because if any delays occur in it the whole 
project will be delayed. How is this vital or critical path determined? 
Which tasks will require the closest monitoring and control of resources 
in order to ensure that the project is completed on time?
To identify the critical path of the Network, consider each horizontal 
group of tasks from start to completion. Add the time required for each 
vertical set. In our example, the path Start-1-2-4-6-7-8-9 requires 465 
days; the path Start-3-8-9 requires 165 days; and the paths Start-5-8-9 
requires 165 days. Our critical path, then, is the one which takes the 
longest time to complete, the first one (465 days).
What does this mean in terms of research management? Using this example, 
it is imperative that no time delays occur in obtaining hybrid lines from 
IITA and in multiplying them before the proper growing season. Should 
this occur the only outputs from the year's research will be the scoring 
of previously identified fields (task 3) and the collection of tolerant 
local varieties (task 5). This Network also graphically indicates that 
tasks 3 and 5 can proceed independently of the other activities.
While a Bar or Milestone Chart is more valuable as a graphic calendar 
scheduling device, a Network indicates which tasks require the closest 
surveillance, and which might be eliminated in case of unforeseen budget 
constraints. If, for instance, this project lost some personnel or funds, 
task 5 could be postponed without influencing the outcome of the first 
track of activities. Likewise, while varieties could be screened without 
having formally scored fields for Striga, the analysis will be less 
complete without this step having taken place.
Network advantages:
In addition to the benefits provided from Bar and Milestone 
Charts, Networks simplify the scheduling of complex projects, by 
indicating the relationships, logic, and sequence among project 
tasks. They can, if dates are added to the network, indicate 
when a task is to be started or completed, and target dates for 
milestones. Networks help managers to anticipate bottlenecks and 
plan resource needs in advance.
1
Networks identify critical research project tasks and can reduce 
total project time by improving time control. They provide a 
basis for monitoring project technical, time, and cost 
performance. They reduce the possibility of overlooking 
important tasks in the execution of the project.
2.
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3. Likewise, Networks help managers anticipate slack time so that 
valuable resources, particularly personnel time, may be 
reallocated to other project tasks.
U. Networks require precision in planning and encourage 
collaboration in their design. They can clarify individual and 
joint project responsibilities.
Network disadvantages:
1. Networks are more complicated and time consuming to use than Task 
Lists, Bar Charts, and Milestone Charts. The technique is also 
less familiar to people.
Learning to design and use Networks may require short, formal 
training.
2.
Also, in very changeable situations, where available resources 
fluctuate, maintaining a Network can be difficult.
3.
SUMMARY
Whether lists, charts, or networks are used to plan and manage research 
project activities, the crucial challenge to research managers is to 
develop reasonable research proposals, stating precise inputs and 
outputs, and estimating as closely as possible the resources required to 
achieve them. Then the manager must monitor and control actual work 
performance against proposed activities, so that significant deviations 
in performance can be detected, and corrective actions taken.
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To sustain agricultural research, funds must be provided from the National budget to 
employ DOA people, to undertake the development of facilities, and to conduct the 
proposed research programs, projects and subprojects.
Always, there is a limit to the funds and other resources which can be allocated to 
research. Therefore, every effort must be made to allocate resources in the most 
efficient way, and in agreement with the goals set by planners. This is a problem 
which is of concern to research administrators at all levels, from national planners down 
to Directors at the Department, Institute/Division and Centre/Station/Group levels.
Role of M&E Teams
M&E Teams can play an important role in improving the future allocation of resources, 
in two main ways:
They can assist Directors to set and monitor performance indicators which 
measure the inputs into, the outputs from, and the present/future impact of 
research. These indicators will guide decisions on the need to create, phase-up, 
phase-down or terminate areas of research activity. Performance indicators will 
be discussed at the seminar on November 27.
M&E Teams can assist Directors with the process of setting priorities. There are 





Priorities are set at each of several levels.
At the highest level (level 1), macro-priorities for agricultural research are set by 
national planners. These priorities usually indicate the broad balance of effort among 
commodities, major agricultural problems, national or regional development goals. 
These priorities may be adjusted in the light of information received from the second 
level.
Level 2 encompasses the setting of priorities among research problem areas within the 
macro-priorities identified at level 1. Relative priorities need to be established among 
specific research project areas within a commodity or resource base program area, and 
among different disciplinary approaches. Decisions of this kind take place at the 
division/institute level. The decisions influence level 1 (as well as being influenced by 
level 1) and are influenced in turn by considerations raised by level 3.
Level 3 addresses the setting of priorities among research topics, and the selection of 
experiments (subprojects), 
centre/station and team levels, with individual scientists (and preferably clients as well) 
playing an important part.
Such decisions are made at the institute/division,
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The main factors influencing the setting of priorities at level 1 are economic, political 
and social factors; those operating at level 2 are mostly social and technical; and those 
at level 3 are predominantly technical.
The best approach to priority-setting is one which is open and participatory. The 
overall effort should be visible, and designed to rally support from scientists at all 
levels in the DOA. There must be a good balance between the "top down" and 
"bottom up" approaches to priority-setting.
Priority-Setting Methods
Methods for priority-setting have imperfections, but they bring more objectivity and 
clarity into what is usually an intuitive exercise. It is the systematic thinking which 
these methods require, as much as the precise outcome, which matters.
There are 3 categories of methods, of varying degrees of sophistication and complexity, 




Historical Method and Congruence Method.
Checklist Method and Scoring Method.
Economic, Mathematical and Systems Analysis Methods.
The methods in category 1 and category 2 are simple and easy to apply. However, 
those in category 1 are really no more than a starting point in the priority-setting 
exercise. Category 2 methods, checklists and scoring, are more comprehensive and they 
are suitable for setting priorities at the program and project levels and the subproject 
level, if necessary. Category 3 methods represent quantitative but difficult methods 
which are seldom used in research at present, except for the analysis of complex, large 
problems.
Historical Method
In this process, total available research funds are simply allocated to Divisions/Institutes, 
commodities and disciplines in the some ratio that they were allocated in the year 
before, and the year before that. For example, if horticulture research and farming 
systems research were given 6% and 9% respectively of the total available funds in 
1988, so too would they be given this proportion of funds in 1989.
Most budget allocation processes have a strong historical component, but to follow the 
historical method absolutely is a "cop-out". Research organizations following this 
procedure are likely to have a stereo typed research program which is out of touch with 
fanner needs, research needs and national goals.
Congruence Method
Congruence means that, asssuming other things are equal, total available research funds 
should be allocated to commodities in the same proportions as their existing contribution 
to the gross value of agricultural production (GVP). For example, if rice represents 
16% of GVP and maize 6%, then rice and maize should get 16% and 6%, respectively 
of the total resources allocated to research.
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This approach also has serious short comings. Unless applied to planned rather than 
current production levels, congruence favors commodities that are already well 
established, discriminating against new ones and those with a low current value. The 
congruence method is not very useful when funds have to be split between disciplines, 
and it fails to recognize that the research need for some activities is less than for 
others, for various reasons.
Checklists
Checklists are not particularly sophisticated, but they can greatly improve the quality of 
priority setting at little extra cost. The planner uses a list of the criteria andassociated 
questions which must be considered and answered to decide on priorities.
An example of a checklist is attached1. The technique is simple to apply, but it does 
require a good understanding of agricultural research and agricultural development. 
Most Directors of agricultural research should possess this understanding, 
usefulness of the approach is closely related to how well the questions are developed, 
and how relevant they are to the matters under review.
The
Scoring Methods
Scoring methods represent a more sophisticated version of the checklist technique. 
They are used more often than any other formal method for ranking research priorities. 
The scoring matrix is really no more than a checklist with the answers to questions 
given a numerical (1-5) value. Projects can be ranked in order of priority according to 
this total score.
An example of a scoring model is attached2.
A refinement of this method is to weight (place a value on) each of the criteria used. 
Each score is then multiplied by the appropriate weight (value) for the particular 
criterion and all are added to produce a final total score for the project. An example is 
attached, which illustrates a weighting system used by the US Department of 
Agriculture in 1966.
Scoring forces the research planner to consider all the significant factors which bear on 
priority-setting, and it also forces the planner to try and assess the relative importance 
of each factor. As with checklists, the data requirements are not great but experience 
and knowledge, both broad and deep, are essential.
Economic, mathematical and systems analysis methods
These methods need an effective mathematical model of the benefits/costs of research, 
together with relatively accurate data or estimates of each of the parameters used in the 
model. Therefore, they require considerable time to develop and apply. Generally their 
use is too complicated at the project level, and they probably perform no better at this 
level than do the simple scoring methods. However, support should be given to 
economists and to systems analysts to develop and refine these methods. Economists, 
in particular, have in recent years produced surprising information on who benefits from 
research (the producer, the middle man or the consumer), and their advice is now 
heeded by research planners.
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A Final Word
For all practical purposes, checklists and scoring methods will be favored by 
priority-setters in agricultural research. Even with these simple methods, time and 
money can be saved by using a commonsense approach. Some projects/subprojects so 
obviously have low priority that they can be eliminated in an initial screening process.
If a research committee does not have the time to check or score a range of criteria for 
each project, then members may be forced to give only on overall score to indicate 
their total view on the project/subproject. If this is done, then it is important that each 
member be given a sheet of paper which lists the criteria upon which the overall 
judgment must be based.
If research projects/subprojects are sent to an outside member for comment, then each 
member should be compelled to indicate his support for the investigation by answering 
a checklist/score sheet for every project. A simple checklist/score sheet is better than 
none.
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Availability of trained scientific 
manpower.
Adequacy of laboratory/field 
research facilities
Availability of technical and other 
support.




Agreement with strategic plan of DOA. 
Agreement with strategic plan of 
Division/Institute.
Technical importance of the research 
problem.
Industry importance of the research 
problem.





Likely contribution to agricultural 
science/discipline.
Likely contribution to industry/ 
commodity.
Is it clear who is the target group. 
Probability of target group adopting 
research.
Other factors ..................
( )( )( )
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Who is the target 
group









Average score of proiect/subproiect
1- 2 Forget it.
2- 4 May be undertaken, dependent on available funds.
4-5 The research project/subproject must be undertaken.
If time is limited and the assessors are experienced and knowledgeable, 
decisions can be made quickly and democratically if each of the assessors is 
asked to give an overall score for the project on a 1-5 (or 5 to 1) basis, 
where :
4 .51 2 .3
V. highV. low Moderate
Note: 1.





Add up the score for each project and confirm priorities. A fair mind is a 
powerful computer.
= I do not support the project at all.
2. One further point. It is best to discuss all the projects and then score them, 
rather than scoring each project after it is discussed. During the scoring 
session, each assessor around the table should speak his score for the 
projects, with a different person leading when the next project is scored. 
Secret ballots should be avoided.
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SETTING AND USING PERFORMANCE INDICATORS TO
MONITOR AND EVALUATE AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH
Performance indicators are used to monitor the appropriateness, effectiveness and efficiency 
of agricultural research. These indicators include direct and indirect criteria against which 
all phases of the project (or subproject) can be evaluated. It is important to use 
performance indicators throughout the project, not only to measure the outcome or end 
results. Objective data and information are needed to assess project/subproject proposals 
prior to implementation (development phase), to evaluate projects in progress (management 
phase) and to determine outcomes and impact after project completion (impact phase) - see 
the project cycle diagram (Figure 4 of report).
Performance indicators are a key part of monitoring and evaluation. They can measure:
Whether are not all necessary issues have been considered.
An aspect such as productivity.
The completion of a process.
Essentially they:
Indicate the project has been chosen and planned using adequate reasons and 
information.
Indicate the objectives are set in measurable terms, and check on the orderly 
progress of the project.
Measure the benefits from the project in relation to the objectives set.
Setting Performance Indicators
Good agricultural research has performance indicators defined before the experimental work 
actually begins. Their definition is part of the planning process.
Plan the experimental work to be done. This involves reviewing the 
literature and other facts to provide a background for the project or 
subproject, identifying the problem to be studied, specifying the objectives 
(aims), and describing the tasks (work) which will be done.
Develop the project further by listing the inputs required, the likely outputs, 
and the benefits/impact which are expected to come from the work. Establish 
milestones, which are specific checkpoints or significant targets in the project 
that can be used for monitoring and evaluating progress.
Think of indicators which can be used to measure the level of inputs, 
outputs and benefits, especially at each milestone (checkpoint). The choice 
of suitable indicators depends on what the inputs, outputs and benefits are 
likely to be, which in turn depends on the tasks to be done, and these tasks 










Designing the plan, setting the objectives and planning the evaluation are almost concurrent 
activities, all to be done before the experimental work begins. Once suitable indicators 
have been set, the whole plan can be rechecked and modified if necessary (ex ante 
evaluation), before proceeding with the work.
Using Performance Indicators
After the development phase is completed, the project moves to the management phase 
(Figure 4) where input and output indicators are monitored to check that the project is 
going according to the schedule for expenditure, resource use, timely achievement of 
milestones, delivery of outputs and the production of regular reports. A check is made on 
impact indicators to measure the ongoing benefits (if any) from the work. An evaluation 
can be held at any time to reassess the plan and change it if necessary. For most 
projects/subprojects, this ongoing evaluation is usually handled by a research committee 
and /or by the appropriate director .
Towards the end of the management phase, or after it, a final evaluation is done to assess 
the overall achievements, benefits and likely impact. At this point,new research project are 
planned and the plans for extension of the findings are implemented. This evaluation also 
is handled by the research committee and/or the apppropriate director, or outside evaluators 
(peer reviewers) may be utilised.
Choosing Appropriate Indicators
Ask the right questions, and the appropriate indicators more or less choose themselves. 
They need to be:
Objective (no bias), quantifiable, and clear
Appropriate. Match the indicator to the question being asked (see table).
Effective. The indicator must measure something, like the funds spent, the time 
taken for an activity to be completed.
Efficient. The indicator should not be too difficult or costly to measure.
A list of possible performance indicators is given in the table on pages E24-E26, for your 
guidance.
A good system of performanace monitoring and evaluation is needed for productive and 
high quality programs of agricultural research in the Thai DOA.
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Table 1. Performance Indicators
Note: This table gives a list of some of the possible indicators which can be used to 
guide monitoring and evaluation. The list is not necessarily complete. Nor is it 
possible to monitor all or most of the suggested indicators. Indicators must be 
selected carefully, choosing those which are the best for any situation.
Unless the project is an especially important one with sufficient funds built into the 
project to enable comprehensive monitoring, the number of indicators must be 
limited.
Input Indicators - Development Phase Indicator
1. Has the background to the investigation 
been thoroughly reviewed?
Has the problem been identified?
Literature review
2. Clear statement of problem
3. On what basis has the individual or 
group selected this problem against 
other possible choices?
Justification statement
4. Is the proposed investigation in line 
with DOA policy and division/institute 
priorities?
Justification statements
5. What is the null hypothesis?
What are the aims of the investigation?
Clear statement
6. Clear Statement of aims
7. What tasks will be done? Clear statement on method
8. Is the design of the work appropriate? Checked and signed 
by biometrician
9. Has the plan been discussed and checked 
with a peer committee?
Recommendation from 
research committee
List of resources needed, with 
justification
10. Have all needed resources been listed?
11. Recommendation from resource 
managers.
Are all the necessary resources available 
to do the work?
Proposed start and finish date, 
completed bar chart
Approval of appropriate director
12. Has the time frame been determined?
13. Approved or not?
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Input Indicators - Management Phase
How much time is being spent each year 
by each research officer on the project?
What is the planned and actual expenditure 
of funds on the project, and what were they 
spent on?
Indicator
1. Records or estimate
2. Project financial records
3. Have the necessary field/laboratory/ 
equipment/temporary labour resources 




4. Project experimental recordsHave the treatments been implemented, 
as planned?
5. Have all necessary steps been taken to 
manage the project correctly, according 
to the original resource plan?
Is the project receiving interest and 




1. Activities completed at each 
milestone
At each milestone have the planned 
activities been completed?
2. Reports (progress, annual)Have all proposed reports been 
completed and forwarded?
3. Scientific articles and 
reports, written communications, 
seminars, talks, field days, TV 
and radio presentations, 
newspaper articles
Have the progress results from the 
project been communicated to the 
leader/director, to colleagues, to 
the DOA,to farmers, to commerce, 
to the media?
4. Statements on significant 
achievements
Have any new recommendations, varieties 
or patents come from the work yet?
Preliminary estimate of 
impact
5. Has a preliminary estimate of the future 
impact of the work been made?
6. Final reports, publications, 
promotion etc.
At the completion of the investigation, 
all of the above. Were the objectives 
achieved?
Impact Indicators Indicator
1. Information on awareness of 
target audence of the results
Have the results from the project been 
communicated to the target audience?
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2. Has the target audience adopted the new 
innovation, or otherwise shown interest?
Information on adoption
3. Are they pleased with the results? Any 
problems in implementation?
What changes have occurred due to 
partial or complete adoption by the 
target group?
Information on response of 
target group.
4. Information on response of 
target group











HORTICULTURE RESEARCH PROGRAMS ADVISER. ACNARP
I. INTRODUCTION:
The monitorinq ot research within the Horticultural Research 
Institute ot D.O.A. in Thailand is tormally the responsibility of 
the Monitorinq and Evaluation (M&E) Section of the Institute.
Essentially the M&E Section have a responsibility, at present, 
tor: attendinq to and assessing research projects at Reqionai 
Horticultural Research Centres and Stations, while the Research 
Administration Section is responsible tor Project Desiqn and 
Fiscal evaluation. The M&E Section, collect collate and present 
information on Research to the H.R.l. Directorate and others who 
require such information including the Research Administration 
Section, Training Section, Central Scientist Board, and the 
Reqionai Centre and Stations.
For sometime i have been liasinq with the M&E Section assisting 
them in various ways with their M&E Roie and now that 1 have a 
clearer picture ot their functions and responsibilities, in 
relation to other sections ot the Institute it is possible to 
otter some guidelines to assist with their organizational and 
management systems lor research.
II. A PERSPECTIVE ON MONITORING RESEARCH IN D.O.A. AND H.R.l.
(!) ACNARP believe that the responsibility for Monitoring
Research within D.O.A. should be apportioned as follows:
(a) Centres should monitor Sub-Projects





(the Commodity Committees) should Monitor 
across the whole of D.O.A., including all
Hr TA»MO*r**/ llH
E2*




(ii) It i s
establishing base Line indicators tirst allows r
to be assessed in relation to these in the tuture.
(lit) Evaluation ol: research can be easily initiated at a later 
date it an ettective Monitoring System is in place.
(iv) Currently, Monitoring ot Research within H.R.I. is not 
ettective otherwise the management, results and quality 
ot tieid Sub-Projects (Experiments) at Regional Centres 
and Stations would be much better than at present, 
also suggests that most Centres are not ettectively 
Moniloring Sub Projects and taking the decisions needed 
to upgr ade tire si andards ot experimentation and research 
met hodology.
This
H.R.I. will needprobably tor sometime 
independently audit tire conduct ot research expet;invents 
at Regional Centres and Stations using an ettective 
Monitoring System.
Thus, to
(v) Essentially there ate two major tasks ol Monitoring:
(A) The Administrative Clerical task ot collecting, 
collating, filing, reporting and distribution ot 
monitoring In tot mat ion.
(B) The interpretation, use and decision making based on 
monitoring Inlormation.
Task (A) can be ettectively per termed in many instances 
by less skilled statt, adequately supervised by senior 
scientitle people.
However task (B), requires people ot seniority and wide 
to make ettective use ot such Monitoring 
Thus the Director of H.R.I., Assistant to
,rVWv$ V> experience
Information.
the Director, Section Heads,Bangkok Commodity Specialists 
ang Centre Directors and Research 





(vi) The basis tor effective Research Monitoring should be:
I. Accurate Research Registration and Documentation, 
linked to the Computerized Research Index Database.
A. An etteefive reporting system tor individual 
scientists, Centre and Station Directors and the 
1 nsLit ui e .
t. An ettective research i€:view system operating at the 
Regional, Institute and D.O.A. levels.
4. An effective Inspection and survey system to monitor 
research performance and activities at the Regional 
Centre and Station level on an audit-like, spot check 
basis as and when needed.
na.c
Jiaison and coordination betweenb. Cent res,Close
Stations and the Institute Head Oftice.
The preparation ot an ettective H.R.I. Research and 
Development Operational Plan, which serves as the 
baseline tor monitorinq research proqrams, proiects 
and sub projects.
The utilization t)t Banqkok based commodity specialists 
in tire institute and key relevant researchers to act 
as National Proqram Coordinators, ol various commodity 
qroups.
An ettective publication system to document technical 
research reportinq.
Furthermore, to support pianninq at the Regional, 
insl i t ut.e and D.O.A. level Commodity Reviews will I orm 





Ill WHAT TO MONITOR:
To develop a basis tor a Monitoring System at Institute and 
Regional levels a decision has to be made on what to monitor.
When we speak ot monitorinq in a research system generally we are 
in tact monitoring change, with a view to evaluation and thus 
better decision making.
Change is brought about by an interaction between people, 
resources and technology, thus we should monitor as best we 
these lectors involved in change.
lor Monitoring " are given in the Following areas:
power, 
can.
In the Section IV "Indicators
1. Regional Research (Technology)
2. Sclent!Lie Inlormation Systems (Technology) 
d. Personnel Planning and Management (People)
4. Facilities, Equipment and Supplies (Physical Research
Resources)
Inlormation Databaseb. Industries (Commodities)
(Physical Production and Marketing Resources)
b. Financial (Resources)
7. Policy (Power)




For use in questionaire type surveys the questions 
need to be more precisely deiined, so lindings can be
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fV INDICATORS FOR MONITORING
1. REGIONAL RESEARCH (TECHNOLOGY)
REGIONAL RESEARCH PLANNING:
1. Is research at the Center addressing National policy?
I- Is research at the Center addressing tarm problems and 
opportunities?
I. Are research priorities observed?
4. Are high priority Research areas addressed?
h. Is there ellective Research Leadership at the Center level? 
b. Is there good in lor mat ion on local production, land use, 
climate, soils and resources ot the region and is this used in 
planning?
/. Are Surveys used to identity tarm problems, constraints and 
opportun ities?
H. Are Crop Reviews (critical) used to aid research planning? 
y. Are Seminars utilized to review research needs and programs? 
10. Are Formal and Inlormal Meetings used to plan research at 
regional level?
II. Are Literature Reviews used to help plan research?
17. . Is the H.R.l. R&D Operational Plan utilized in research 
planning?
Id. Is Cooperative Research between Sections, Centres, Institutes 
and Divisions being developed?
14. Is the Research Index Data Base utilized in Regional research 
planning?
lb. List all Constraints to Regional Research planning
»
REGIONAL RESEARCH COOPERATION AND LINKAGES:
1. Do active links exist between the Centres and DOAE, OAE, FSRI, 
Universities and International Organizations?
7.. What is percentage ot Cooperative Experiments done on tarm in 
cooperation with DOAE and FSRI?
3. Is Cooperation with regional DOAE people used in regional 
pianning?
4. Are the Regional Centers encouraged to participate and 
evaluate DOAE extension programs?
b. Are DOAE people encouraged to participate in and evaluate DOA 
research programs?
b. What. constraints exist which limit Regional Research 
Cooperation and Linkages? List.
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RESKARCH METHODOLOGY AND MONITORING:
1. Are Seminars used to improve planning, reporting, monitoring 
and encouraging improvement in the quality of research and 
research methods?
Z. Are the Specific Questionaires used to monitor effective and 
appropriate methodologies tor subprojects?
3. Are Research Directors/Leaders frequently inspecting research 
experiments to monitor management and research quality?
4. Are Literature Reviews being utilized to plan and report 
reseat eh?
'j, Are the Proposed Guidelines being used to plan projects and 
sub projects?
b. What is the Number of Research Papers produced by the Center? 
Does this represent an increase, decrease, no-change?
/. Is there an improvement in the quality of research at the 
Center?
B. What is l tie No. ot sub projects on which satisfactory reports 
have been received tor the past year?
9. Is Research Methodology reviewed by the Director and/or 
outside scientists?
scientists at regional Centres perceive that their 
research environment is improving, declining or not changing?
11 List ail Constraints limiting Research Methodology 
improvement.
11). Do
2.SCIENTIFIC INFORMATION SYSTEMS (TECHNOLOGY)
1. Arc the Library Facilities 
inadequate?
2. Is the Center supplied with basic indexing and abstracting 
journaIs?
J. Is the Center supplied with current Bibliographies?
4. Can the Center procure required documents tor research within 
a reasonable time trom H.Q. Information Center?
b. Can researchers at the Centre obtain Computerized Literature 
Searches when required?
b. Do researchers make use ot Computerized Literature Searches?
/. Is the level ot English training ot scientists increasing, 
decreasing, not changing?
B. Are there changes in the No. ot publications published in 
English in National and Interned ional Journals?
at the Center adequate or
S). What is the output ot Extension Publications tor the year? 
1U. Is Quality ot Extension 
decreasing, not changing?
11. How many papers were presented by researchers at outside 
con terences/seminars in the past year?
\2, Does the Center publish Annual Summaries in English and Thai?
% completion?
the Pubiications improving,
II. so is tills done tor all sub-projects?
Does the center have a microcomputer?
Does the centre have a Computer Control Otticer?
13 .
14 .
lb. How many statt have attended:
1. Computer awareness training?
2. Stats package training?
3. Other Linanoo/personneI computer training? 
lb. Is the computer made use ot tor:
Research data analysis 
Library listings 
Reporting




17. Is access to computer adequate tor ail scientists?
10. List training needs tor computers by subject and staff No.
19. List all Constraints to development and use of better 
scientific intormation systems.
budget estimates prepared at each centre to cover 
Intormation Systems? Is this budget adequate?
21. How much money is spent each year at each centre on Library 
books. Abstracting Journals and Journals.
20. Are
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3.PERSONNEL PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT (PEOPLE)
all1. Does the Institute have adequate Personnel Intormation on 
permanent and temporary staft including:
Name: sex: age: marital status: class!tication (P.C. level):
Status(permanent/temporary): Location(centre/station/Bangkok):
Training (High School & Diploma & BSc & MSc, PhD, other(short- 
term) English training level)-including year 
completed. Institute, country, field of study, 
comment:
Experience (Including; year commenced; location; Institute;





(Year commenced; location; Institute;
research discipline and duties;
Current
Summary ol research achievements (2U lines): Research papers,
list research ambitionsconference papers 
training aspirations.
Center Directors have access to the above personnel 
intormation?
3. Do Centres attempt to identity the types of extra scientists 
and technicians required to meet research priorities?
4. Does the Institute have a record of all such requirements of 
the Centers tor extra staff?
b. Does the institute request extra staff from D.O.A. each year?
6. Do Scientists in their reporting identity their own training 
needs?
7. Do the Centers and the Institute compile a list of training 
needs (Long and short term) of their staff each year as a 
basis lor planning recommendation for fellowships?
8. Is Personnel Intormation updated annually?
y. Is a system using an objective competitive basis utilized to 
select statt tor training teilowships?
10. Have Die Centres and the Institute made best use of limited 
statt to work across disciplines?
11. In such cases as No. 10 has the C.S.C. been advised so the 
statt members get Lull credit tor their work?
the ratio ot Researchers to their 
Assistants at each center?
13. Which researchers have no Technical Assistants?
14. What proportion ot technical Assistants at each center are on 
permanent statt?
lb. Are technical assistants encouraged to:
2 . Do
Technical12. Whal i s
Participate/attend meetings? 
Participate/attend seminars? 





Participate in oociai events at the centre?
Deveiop their knowiedqe and skiiis?
Attend Biometric courses?
Be joint authors with researchers?
Compietly manage experiments?
Process data coiiected?
Understand the reasons tor research in a particuiar project?
lb. What is the training ievei ot technicai assistants empioyed? 
Bigh Schooi/Dipioma/etc.
1/ Are researchers encouraged to train their technicai
assista nts ?
IB. Does the Institute have a basis for selecting researchers to 
attend conferences and participate in overseas travel and 
study tours?
19. Are researchers with special skills allowed to present their 
own research at workshops and conferences?
20. Are researchers encouraged to develop strong 




21. Are Research Leaders, Centre Directors and Executives of the 
institute encouraged to participate in personnel management 
training,computer awareness training and research management 
training? it so how many have been trained to date?
researchers trained in developing information
Transter people and participation in Technology 
activities? JL not, how can this training be 






23. In considering/recommending candidates tor promotion are 
guidelines used tor assessing a candidates abilities? ( See 
"Some Guidelines Kor Assessing KesearcheBrs tor General 
Promotion or Promotion to Leadership Positions in Research./'
24. List all major complaints involving promotion, conditions and 
opportunities tor future training etc.?
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4. FACILITIES, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES 
(PHYSICAL RESEARCH RESOURCES)
LAND; WATER SUPPLY AND BUILDINGS
1. Is the land at the Center representative of the region? If not 
how many experiments are being conducted off the centre in 
tarmers fields etc, to offset this problem?
I. Has the Centre undertaken a soil survey of Centre'sland to 
attempt to define ianduse? Does the survey include mapping; 
depth of soil horizons, texture, colour, consistence and 
structure of soil horizons; an assessment of drainage status, 
slope,aspect and level of the water table; pH salinity, 
alkalinity, cation exchange capacity and complete chemical 
element analyses?
3. is t he area of land available at the Centre adequate tor
vehiclesplanned research? Ls this land easily accessible by 
and machinery?
4. Is there an irrigation system to service the land at the 
Is the system adequate in design; water storage 
What percentage of the land can be irrigated
Centre? 
capacity?
satisfactorily? What are the limitations of the system? 
b. Are there major limitations of drainage of land at the Centre? 
What percentage of land is poorly drained now but could be 
drained in the future?
6. What plans are there for new land, irrigation and drainage 
development?
/. Do good maps exist showing current land use for research?
H. It land area/suitability is limiting what steps have been 
taken to offset this problem?
y. Are aii buildings complete and adequate to service planned 
Are electricity and communications connected and 
Is the budget tor operation and repairs
It not what is the percent shortfall? Is 
the office equipment adequate? Indicate short falls in office 
equipment ?
10, What new buildings are still required at the Center?
How much tlexibiiity 









scientists tree to organize labs and share equipment as
see til to meet their needs?
Il. Do laboratories have adequate cooling or temperative control 
in those areas that require these conditions?
13. Are the No. of laboratory technicians adequate? It not state 
the desired situation?
14. List any other constraints involving land, water supply 
hurdlings etc. Include these in foreword budget estimates?
F IHIiD EQUIPMENT; MACHINERY/VEHICLES AND SUPPLIES
1. Are the tieid equipment, machinery and vehicles at the Center 
adequaLc?
. Does an Inventory €;xist ot ail Held equipment and machinery 
vehicles? Is it up to date and accurate? Does it show status 
ot equipment (serviceable; unserviceable (can repair); write/ 
ott (can’t repair)?
'3. It there are shorttaiis, indicate total extra needs?
4. Are tieid equipment, machinery and vehicles well maintained?
b. Are tunds adequate tor repairs, maintenance and operation? 
Show deficiencies and estimate percent increase required.
h. Has new field equipment, machinery and vehicles been budgeted 
lor by the Centre and is provision made for equipment 
rep Iacement?
/. Can repairs be made locally or by a mechanic at the Centre?
LABORATORY FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
1. What deficiencies exist in:
A. Laboratory Facilities?
B. Laboratory Equipment? List;
Does an Inventory exist ot all laboratory equipment? Is it up 
to date and accurate? Does it show status ot equipment 
(serviceable; unserviceable (can repair): write/off (can’t 
repair)
3. Are tunds adequate tor operation, maintenance and repair ot 
lab. equipment and laboratories?
4. Is the equipment being used?
b. Do the scientists know how to use the equipment? 
require training? Has training been arranged? Do 
fiow to repair and maintain the equipment?
b. Where can lab. equipment be repaired?
/. Has new equipment required been adequately budgeted tor by the 
Centre?




kj. 1NDUSTR1KS (COMMODIT1KS) - INFORMATION DATA BASE 
(PHYSICAL PRODUCTION AND MARKETING RESOURCES)
Crops aridannually on Individual Horticulture 
Data should include:
1. Collect data 
Crop Products.
Total areaProvince reqion Aqro-Economic Zone
Farm value (ml’B) :
Non bearinq area (rai):
Bearing harvested area (rai): 
Production (tons):
Yieid (Kq/rai):





Processed product value (ml'B): 
Processed product (tons):
Processed export, product value (mTB): 
Processed export product (tons):
No. ot tarmers:
Domestic comsumption (tons):
Domestic consumpiion per head (kq):
Production season (Actual months eq. May/June/Juiy): 
Lenqth ot production season (weeks):
Weekly production (tons):
Percentaqe ot total area 
tor trait trees, tlowers 
and veqet ab1e:5:
Status ot crop relative to other Horticultural crops 
(eq
Production forecast tor next year (tons)
No.l, No. 2! etc) in farm value:
value (mTB):
2. Compile tor all Horticultural crops (combined)^





Total export value (ml'B)
Cot a 1 export (tons)
Total import value (mTB)
Cota I impotI (t ons)
lota l reexport value (m'CB) "
Total reexport (Cons)
No. of Iar met s
Domesl ic comsumpt. ion (tons) "
Domestic consumption per tread (kq) 
Product ion forecast lor next year (m'CB) 
Production forecast tor next year (tons)
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3. List tor each crop and crop product major Export 




4. Determine when last critical review ot each crop was made 
use in determininq research problems, opportunities 
priorities. State when a new review should be done, 
b. For each crop exported obtain copies ot qrade standards tor 
export and copies ot Protocols tor import by various countries 
b. Make an analysis ot the prices, volume and season ot supply ot 
major export crops in world markets. Note countries supplyinq 
and actual months ot supply, to determine market qaps.
7. Identity potential production areas in Thailand tor expansion 
oJ individual crops. List major constraints to such expansion. 
B. Collect data on direct costs ot production and distribution ot 
all Horticultural crops, 
y. List the Exporters tor each crop.
ID. List the Farmer Associations and Organizations involved in 
each crop
11. For each crop note it the production is carried out under 
irriqated or tainted conditions
12. List tor each crop, major methods ot transport to export 





.K330nt_i.ai.iy Financial Resources of institutes need to be 
Monitored at the Centre level and at the Institute ievei, while 
Centres in turn need to monitor tinances at the Centre and 
Experiment Station ievei. With the introduction ot the 
computerized tinanciai management system. This day to day 
management task ot monitoring expenditure will be much easier in 
lu t ure.
However, both the Institute, Centres and Stations need to 
that their forward budget estimates tor Projects, Capital 
Operat ing, Salaries etc. are carefully prepared each year.
MJvf Section should be able to assist in this task and help ensure 
that the toreward budget estimate planning is well prepared and 





in the tuture, when the computerized research index database is 
up and operational it is expected that, the M&E Section will be 
able to prepare itemized costings ot research at project level 
and crop level, cost ot individual researchers project etc. and 
link these to industry (commodity) valves, production and so on. 
This intor.mation can then be provided Lor senior management in 
H.K.l. and D.O.A. to assist with reporting, planning, reviewing, 
replanning, redirection ot resources, statt, funds and positions 
etc., based on industry demand and value, personnel skills etc.
Further , si i I I into the luture it might be envisaged that the 
Personnel, Finance and Research Index databases might be able to 
be I inked to Commodity Databases to provide an evejr more 
powertui decision making system tor Centres,Institutes and D.O.A. 
At this Lime it is ditticuit to lay down exact guidelines for 
monitoring tinanciai resources tor the Institute, until we find 
how the various databases can be made to interact.
However, the M&E statt at H.R.ll should be aware ot their 
responsibilities in this area and prepare to meet this need as 
the time arrives.
As a Guide to administrators, generally in Agricultural Research, 
I und
Centres and Researchers that produce results.
only on the basis ot priorities, but fund successfulnot
/. POLICY (POWER)
In each and every organization someone or some group has to 
coni rnuatly monitor policy changes within the whole organization 
and policy changes ot government. This task usually tails to 
people involved in Central Administration who monitor the changes 
and keep people ini or mod ot these changes at ail levels in the 
or qaniza I ion.
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task should probably be assigned to the M&E 
level, who need to liase closely with 
Administration ot D.O.A. and the D.O.A. M&E Section to 
personnel informed oi policy, changes
In H.R.I. this 
Section at Institute 
Cent ral 
keep all Institute 
at feet ing them.
changesAn additional function is tor M&E to continually Monitor 
in poI icy required by the Institute tor its smooth running at all
Thus the M&E people should seek information from Centres
make.
1eve1s.
and Head Oil ice stall on changes that the Institute should
This can be done by regular survey,from Annual Reports ot Centres 
and Item their discussions with researchers at Regional Centres. 
In some cases the Institute will be able to make such changes 
white in other cases, proposals will need to be prepared and 
submitted to the D.O.A. Executive tor decisions and approval.




To keep alt personnel inlormed ot 
sta I 1 ing , 11 trance, admin ist r a t ion procedures, 
technology management etc. M&E should be encouraged to 
Institute Administrative Memo's, sequentially numbered 
Document all such changes. Over time these memoranda provide a 
policy handbook tor Institute Management. Such a handbook 
consisting ol the memoranda is reaily an update ot 
administrative handbook existing.
memoranda may substitute old ones as policies change.
any
In addition as time passes new
and Stations should have copies of the memoranda, 







A SURVEY APPROACH TO 
MONITORING OF RESEARCH 
BY SUB-PROJECT WITHIN 
THE HORTICULTURAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE


















STATUS QZ SUB-PRQJECT (PROPOSED/APPROVED/CONTINUING/TERMINATED):




SECTION II. RESEARCH PROGRESS
CTO BE COMPLETED BY THE RESEARCHER)
COMPLETED WORK 1 RESULTS OBTAINED:
WORK MOT COMPLETED ACCORDING IQ. PLAN (DETAILS & REASONS):
✓























Office slow in ordering 
Materials not available 
in the region 
Materials not suitable 
or not pertinent 








Variable crop damage 
Crop performance 
damage (specify) ___3- []
4. []
4. [] Poor understanding of 
data recording
EQUIPMENT: OTHER PROBLEMS:
1. [] Inadequate field equipment 1. 
specify ____________________
[] Insufficient encourage­
ment (support) from 
supervisor.
2. [] Inadequate Lab, equipment 




1. □ Animal (specify) 4. []
2. [] Disease (specify)
3. [] Insects
4. [] Weeds
SECTION III REPORT STATUS. PLANNING fc FIELD IBSPBCTIOH. DATA 
COLLECTION. ANALYSIS t INTERPRETATION (TO BE 
COMPLETED BY THE SUPERVISOR QB. MONITORING PERSON 
IN DISCUSSION WITH THE RESEARCHER AT THE SITE).
REPORT STATUS:
ANNUAL REPORTS:
1. [] Annual report not-received 







Final report not received 
Final report due - Date: 
Final report received 
Final report not due
PUBLICATIONS:
1- C] Research paper not received 
Research paper due 
Research paper received







Poorly written showing lack of understanding of the 
research.
Poorly written, but with obvious understanding of 
research.
Well written but poor understanding of the research






OBJECTIVE IN IKE. SUB-PROJECT FOR THE COMING YEAR: 
e.g. (In experimental work: compilation and analysis of
results, writing a research paper, extension papers 
industry or literature reviews, public relations 
activities Field Day, Farm Work, Video etc. 
any new projects or sub-projects planned in this same 




SWB-PROJFCT (EXPERIMENT ^ CONDITION:
Experiment neglected
Experiment poorly managed and maintained 
Experiment moderately well managed and maintained 
Experiment well managed and maintained4. []
PROBLEM:
1. [] Poor weed control 
Poor pest management 
Poor disease management
Significant loss of experimental datum plants 
Some loss of datum plants 



















grading etc.Poor land preparation 
Poor plant management, training, pruning etc. 
Other (specify) __________________________________
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND LAYOUT:
Good/adequate experimental design 
Poor experimental design 
Plants per plot adequate 
Plants per plot inadequate 
Plants per plot excessive
Field layout conforms to experimental design











Guard plants adequate 
Guard plants inadequate 
Guard plants excessive 
Plant spacings conform to design 
Plant spacings do not conform to design 
Experimental plants uniform at commencement of 
experimen t
Experimental plants not uniform at commencement of 
experiment
Field layout and design is suited to soil and slope 
variations














Suited to the experiment
Not representative of farming sector
Representative of farming sector
DATA COLLECTION. ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION:
[] List data types being collected




Are data being collected appropriate for the sub- 






[] Are both primary and secondary variable data being 





[ ] Are good auxiliary data kept on soils, leaf analysis, 











[] Do reports and discussions with the researcher show 
that he/she understands the analyses and knows how to 














ihe evaluation of agricultural research involves three important aspects.
Performance The performance of a research program is assessed by comparing 
achieved outputs with expected outputs, in relation to the use of resources and the 
timeliness of the activity. It is determined mostly through monitoring and ongoing 
evaluation. Results from performance M&E are used to improve management
procedures and increase productivity.
Quality Assessing the success or failure of research goes far beyond determining 
whether resources are used according to plan. Quality in research execution - the 
adherence to accepted standards of scientific work and precision - is essential. The 
quality of research is determined almost always through some form of peer or 
expert review.
Relevance Finally, research must be relevant. In most developing countries,
research is "mission oriented"; that is, it attempts to solve real problems and 
provide opportunities for national development. Relevance, too, is primarily 
assessed through peer or expert review - in this case expanded from a specific 
disciplinary focus to include experts in social, economic, and even political sciences.
In Thailand, M and E teams are collecting information relating mainly to research 
performance.
Full evaluation of research occurs before experimentation (ex ante) to refine the plan and
assess the potential impact of research, during (ongoing) to evaluate the performance and
quality of research projects in progress, immediately after (ex post) to determine the 
successful completion and relevance of research projects, and 5-15 years after research 
results have been achieved (impact) to assess the ultimate impact of research on 
development.
Methods and techniques
used in research evaluation, depending on the criteriaSeveral general methods 
considered most important and the purpose of the evaluation.
are
If performance is the primary concern and the purpose of the evaluation is to improve 
institute/division or program/project management, resources and processes will be monitored 
and evaluated in what is often called a "Performance Audit".
If research quality is the main concern, peer or expert review in some form will be the 
main method.
For relevance issues, the primary method is comprehensive evaluation based on technical 
and socioeconomic analyses, using experts from various disciplines.
Techniques refer to different tools used to supply evaluation teams with information. 
These techniques are listed in table 1.
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Table 1. Techniques used in program evaluation (from ISNAR Working Paper No. 


























Note: Some of the above terms are familiar to M&E teams in Thailand, but some are not.
Peer Review
Currently, the predominant method employed in the evaluation of all three aspects of 
research (performance, quality, relevance) is peer review or expert review. Peer review is 
the process in which scientific merit is evaluated by other scientists working in or close to 
the field (discipline) of research. Peer review is currently practiced in several divisions 
and institutes in the Thai DOA (eg Entomology and Zoology Division). In contrast, expert 
review involves eminent specialists in a particular field, and is more often used when 
evaluating an entire programs or institute. Dr. Ted Wolfe’s assessment of M&E in the 
Thai DOA is an example of an expert review.
M&E staff should be capable or evaluating research performance (performance audit), and 
of assisting in peer and expert reviews.
Guidelines for Evaluations
It is very important that the people carrying out the evaluation, and those being evaluated, 
understand its purpose and the intended use of the results, regardless of the type of 
evaluation performed. General guidelines are available to make the process more efficient 
and effective.
The objectives and boundaries of the evaluation must be outlined in advance, and 
should be agreed by both the evaluators and those being evaluated. For annual 
review this is not complicated, but for "in-depth" evaluations a "scope of work" 
statement may be necessary (listing the objectives of the evaluation, the types and 
sources of the information to be obtained and analyzed).
The plan for a comprehensive evaluation needs to indicate in advance the 
documentation needed, people to interview and sites to visit. It will identify the 
supplementary information which may need to be gathered through surveys or 
interviews.
observations and report reading.
Most evaluation teams use a blend of interviews, field visits.
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The choice of appropriate people to form the evaluation team is v. important. The 
team must be knowledgeable, experienced and fair.
An evaluation culminates in recommendations to the appropriate level of management. For 
a research project there might be suggestions for the revision of its objectives, workplan or 
schedule; or the suggested terminadon or creation of subprojects. At a higher level, a 
recommendation might be made to provide emergency funds, change staff assignments and 
priorities, or modify/terminate a program.
Researchers involved in the activity being evaluated should be given the opportunity to 
comment on the evaluation and the recommendations made. For any evaluation to be 
useful, feedback and corrective action must be timely.
Reference:
Diana McLean (1988) - Monitoring and evaluation in the management of agricultural 
research. ISNAR working paper No. 14.
Attachments:
Evaluating the performance of research officers (Dr. Ted Wolfe).
Some guidelines for assessing researchers for general promotion or promotion to 




1. EVALUATING THE PERFORMANCE OF RESEARCH OFFICERS
I will describe for you the scheme we use in the New South Wales Department of 
Agriculture and Fisheries to evaluate the performance of each Research Officer.
Evaluations are of two types:
1. Annual Evaluation.
Each officer is interviewed by two directors, one a divisional or institute director and the 
other a regional director. Both are familiar with the work being done by the officer. Before 
the interview, the officer must submit a document outlining:
* The research subprojects he/she is currently working on.
* A list of objectives to be completed in the next 12 months.
* A list of publications he/she has completed since the last review.
* A description of the contributions the officer has made to agricultural 
industry, liaison and extension activities, service activities, leadership 
activities, policy development, participation in important 
meetings/conferences, and any other important professional activities.
* Any comments he/she wants to make about progress.
During the interview, the directors will discuss with the officer what progress he/she has 
made on the objectives set at the last interview. They will also comment on the officer’s 
submission, and provide advice.
Following the interview, one of the directors prepares are port which is signed by both 
directors, sent to the officer for comment and signing, and then returned to head office. 
The report includes an overall rating of the officer’s performance into one of five 
categories. These categories, as well as primary and secondary performance indicators, are 
attached.
2. Interview for Promotion.
This evaluation is similar in format to the annual evaluation, but it is more detailed. The 
evaluation period covers the period since the officer was last promoted from one grade 
(classification) to the next (we have 6 grades for research officers). The evaluation 
committee consists of a director who is familiar with the officer’s work, an outside expert, 
an inspector from our equivalent of the CSC, and a chairman. For the two highest grades 
(5 = senior research scientist, 6 = principal research scientist), a special committee is 
convened.
While M&E team members may not directly participate in interviews of research officers, 
your director may request you to draw up a list of indicators against which performance 
can be judged. These indicators (attached) also are useful for you to consider when you 





Performance indicators for the evaluation of research productivity and quality.
Maior indicators (applicable to all research officers)
Research planning. How well did the research officer review the literature, define 
the problem, and plan the work.
Conducting research. How completely and professionallywas the work done, how 
successful were the experiments, how innovative were the methods/approaches used, 
was the work completed on time and on budget.
Reporting research. How much effort did the research officer put into making the 
results of the work known to others (seminars, conferences, publications). What did 
his/her peers think of the work done. What scientific paperswere published. What 
other publications came (or are coming) from the work.
Contribution to the information pool for use by extension workers and fanners. 
What were the important recommendations which come from the work, how 
important are they, and what has been done to ensure the results have been 
transferred to the extension service and to farmers.
*
Other indicators.
A list of other possible indicators of performance is given below. They are designed to 
cover the possible range in the duties of research officers. Not all, of course, are applicable 
to each officer. In specific cases, one or two of these other indicators may become a 
major indicator if they correspond with his/her major duty or duties (eg. breeding of new 
varieties).
Contribution to industry (commodity).
Service/diagnostic role.
Contribution to policy development.
Generation of data for the development of regulations. 
Involvement in research teams and working parties.
Leadership role.
Contribution to the strategic goals of the DOA.
Development of commercial or patentable products and processes. 
Breeding of new varieties.
Development of major research programs.
Liaison with industry, commerce and/or farmer organizations.
Contribution to natural disaster relief
Liaison and cooperation with external research institutions.
Product champion.
Supervisor of MSc/PhD students.
Success in attracting outside funds.
Extension publications and programs.
Field days/media coverage/farmer meetings/videos etc.
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Categories for classifying the performance of research officers.
Based on appropriate performance indicators (and,if necessary, additional criteria), each
officer’s performance can be rated into one of 5 categories.
Category 1. Performance of rare, very high quality. These outstanding employees 
produce an exceptional quantity of work ahead of estimated schedules or 
deadlines , and with very little supervision. Performance of every aspect of 
their work consistently exceeds level 3
Category 2. Performance of unusually good or excellent quality. A superior employee 
who produces a very high quantity of work ahead of estimated schedules or 
deadlines and with less than normal supervision.
Category 3. Performance which is of good quality. These successful employees produce 
the expected quantity of work and meet deadlines or schedules for 
completion of work.
Category 4. Performance which needs improvement to achieve the category 3 level. This 
marginal performance is evidenced by the need for close supervisory review, 
discussion and correction of work products.
Category 5. Performance which fails to meet established standards in an acceptable 
number of elements set in the performance plan. When performance is at 
this unacceptable level, corrective action must be taken.
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*rt4*H4C*\rz. SOME GUIDELINES FOR ASSESSING 
RESEARCHERS FOR GENERAL PROMOTION 
OR PROMOTION TO LEADERSHIP POSITIONS IN RESEARCH *
PLEASE INDICATE YOUR EVALUATION OF THE CANDIDATE’S ABILITIES IN 

































* To be used only in conjunction with other, DOA, Institute and 
Civil Service Commission Guidelines and prerequisites for 
promot ion.















































J . Fair Minded and Understanding
K . A Good Communicator with 
Others
1, . Helpful to Other 
Colleagues in their work
M . Able to accept graciously 
and offer constructive 
criticism
N . A good participator in 
research meetings, planning, 
seminars etc.
Able to meet deadlines0 .
P . Self Motivated
ShyQ .
R. Reserved
S . Outgoing by nature
T . Tolerant
1) . C a r i n g
V . Well, trained in English
W . A good manager of his/her 
research
X . A thinking sensing person
Y . Able to define problems and 
opportunities for research 
and decide priorities
Z . A person with a good knowledge 
of the region, its crops, 












0 v e r a 1 1 , 
in which 
Percentile 
would you rate 
the Candidate J
PART 2
Other points that will assist the selection committee are:





Have Good Leadership 
Qualities
I).
Share Knowledge With 
Others
E .








II . Ah 1e to Work with 
Ot herlHarmon ions 1 y
I . Likely to Show Continued 
Growth in the Field
